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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
Transport Auctions of London Ltd is hereinafter referred to as the Auctioneer and includes any person acting upon the
Auctioneer's authority.
1. General Conditions of Sale
a. All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by, the Auctioneer are there at their own risk.
b. Such persons shall have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused nor in
respect of cancellation or postponement of the sale.
c. The Auctioneer reserves the right of admission which will be by registration at the front desk.
d. For security reasons, bags are not allowed in the viewing area and must be left at the front desk or cloakroom.
e. Persons handling lots do so at their own risk and shall make good all loss or damage howsoever sustained, such estimate of
cost to be assessed by the Auctioneer whose decision shall be final.
2. Catalogue
a. The Auctioneer acts as agent only and shall not be responsible for any default on the part of a vendor or buyer.
b. Lots are sold as seen and The Consumer Rights Act (2015) and The Consumer Contracts Regulations (2013) do not apply.
c. All descriptions of auction lots, including the condition and estimated value of items, whether printed or oral, are given in good
faith and are statements of opinion not fact. Any comments on any lots must be made to the Auctioneer at least 24 hours before
the start of the auction.
d. Lots are sold with all imperfections and/or faults and neither the Auctioneer nor the vendor is responsible for any defects
whatsoever.
e. No warranty is given or implied by the Auctioneer or the vendor with regard to any lot other than that the Seller has the right
to sell it and any express or implied conditions or warranties whether relating to condition or quality are hereby excluded.
f. Intending purchasers should satisfy themselves as to the condition, age, provenance etc of all pieces and lots before they bid.
3. Conditions of Sale - vendors
a. A commission charge of 15.0% of the hammer price or £5 (VAT not applicable), whichever is the greater, will be deducted
from the selling prices and the vendor authorises the Auctioneer to deduct all monies due to the Auctioneer from the auction
proceeds.
b.Reserve prices may be placed by the vendor on lots of £50 or over. Unless otherwise instructed by the vendor, the
Auctioneer may use discretion to sell a lot at up to 10% below reserve. If a lot does not sell, an administration charge of 10% of
the reserve or £5, whichever is the greater, will be incurred.
c. Where a lot is entered without a reserve, the lot will be sold to the highest bidder. If a lot without a reserve does not sell, an
administration charge of £5 will be incurred.
d. All lots are sold at the Auctioneer’s discretion unless written instructions to the contrary are received from the vendor at
least 48 hours prior to the starting time of the sale (responsibility for receipt of such instructions rests with the vendor) and, in
the event that a lot is so withdrawn, an administration charge of £25, or 5% of the reserve, whichever is the greater, will be
levied.
e. The closing date for entries is six weeks before the sale date or when the full number of lots has been achieved, if earlier. The
Auctioneer reserves the right to defer items to a later sale where either the maximum number of lots has already been reached
or where, in the Auctioneer's opinion, earlier inclusion would result in an imbalance of lots on offer.
f. The vendor warrants to the Auctioneer that he/she is the true owner of the items entered (or has written authorisation from
the true owner to sell the items) and that he/she has given the Auctioneer full disclosure of the provenance & authenticity of the
said items and the vendor indemnifies the Auctioneer together with his servants and agents against all and any claim made in
connection with the sale of the said items.
g. The vendor shall arrange to collect unsold or withdrawn lots within 28 days of the sale unless the Auctioneer has agreed to
re-enter them in a subsequent sale and, unless otherwise agreed by prior arrangement, any unsold or withdrawn lots not
collected within 28 days shall incur a storage charge of £2 per day. Lots not collected after 3 months will be sold for the
Auctioneer's account without further notification to the vendor.
h. Unsold or withdrawn lots will not be released until all outstanding charges have been settled in full.
i. Any offers for lots after the sale are only to be negotiated through the Auctioneer and any sale thereafter of items which have
been viewed through the Auctioneer's catalogues, viewing days, advertising or internet sites is deemed to be transacted by the
Auctioneer and full vendor's and buyer's commissions are payable by the vendor.
j. Payment of the proceeds of the sale less all applicable charges will be made to the vendor's bank account within 28 working
days after the auction date, provided that the Auctioneer has received full payment from the purchaser. The
Auctioneer shall not be liable for settlement of any lot for which he is not in possession of cleared funds.
k. In the event of any disputes relating to a lot, the Auctioneer reserves the right to cancel the sale of said lot. The vendor will
be responsible for collection of the lot.
l. Goods entered into the auctions are so done at the vendor's own risk and, while every reasonable effort will be made by the
Auctioneer to look after such goods, the vendor accepts that the Auctioneer is not liable for any damage or loss to the vendor's
items while in the Auctioneer's possession.
m. Vendors are not permitted to bid for their own lots.

4. Conditions of Sale - buyers
a. In making a bid for any lot, whether in person or otherwise, all persons acknowledge that they have read, understand and
abide by these Terms and Conditions of Sale and the bidder acknowledges that he/she has satisfied him/herself fully before
bidding, by inspection or otherwise, as to the condition of such lot.
b. Each bid is an offer to buy and a winning bid forms an irrevocable commitment to purchase the lot concerned.
c. Responsibility for a purchased lot shall pass to the buyer at the fall of the hammer; however, legal title shall not pass until the
Auctioneer is in possession of cleared funds in payment for that lot.
d. The buyer will pay to the Auctioneer the hammer price together with a buyer’s premium calculated at a rate of 15.00% of the
hammer price, no VAT payable. In respect of bids via the-saleroom.com, the latter's charge of 3% of the hammer price + VAT at
the prevailing rate is payable in addition.
e. All lots not paid for and removed at the sale must be paid for in full and collected within 7 working days except where agreed
by the Auctioneer in advance in writing. Overdue accounts will be charged interest at 5% pa.
f. No lot(s) may be removed until cleared funds are to hand except where agreed by the Auctioneer in writing.
g. Uncollected lots after 7 working days will incur a daily storage charge of £2 per lot thenceforth. Uncollected lots after 28 days,
whether paid for or not, will be sold for the Auctioneer's account without further notification to the buyer.
5. The Auction Process
a. Those persons wishing to bid in person at the auction should first register at the auction front desk and obtain a bidding
number. Prospective bidders who are not known to the Auctioneer will be asked for acceptable identification including proof of
address.
b. Bidding in the room must be done by holding up the bidder's numbered card so that it is clearly visible to the Auctioneer who
may refuse at his discretion to accept bids attempted in any alternative manner.
c. The Auctioneer reserves the right:
(i) to accept or refuse any bid(s), (ii) to regulate the bidding and amounts of any bid(s) and (iii) to rearrange, consolidate or
withdraw any lot(s) or part of any lot without reason or notice.
d. At the fall of the hammer, the highest bidder, acceptable to the Auctioneer, shall be the buyer of the lot.
e. In the event of a dispute, the Auctioneer has absolute discretion to settle such dispute.
f. Lots may be paid for and removed during or immediately after the auction by application to the front desk. Payment at the sale
is accepted in cash (maximum £5,000, 1.5% handling charge), by debit-card or by credit-card. Personal credit-cards and non-UK
debit-cards will incur an additional charge of 2% of the total amount payable (1% for company debit-cards, 3% for company
credit-cards). Cheques are not accepted.
g. Lots in respect of which cleared payment is not possible on the day must be collected from the Auctioneer's premises within 7
working days of notification of receipt by the Auctioneer of cleared funds.
h. Commission bids may be left with the Auctioneer by lodging a completed Commission Bid form by the deadline stated on the
form. Commission bids will be executed by the Auctioneer as cheaply as possible on a best-efforts basis and without obligation
and he shall not be responsible for any neglect or default in executing or failing to execute any commission bid.
i. Commission bidding is also available, as well as online live bidding, via the-saleroom.com's website and all online bids that are
successful will be subject to an additional fee of 3% + VAT on the hammer price.
j. The buyer of each lot shall be the person making the highest bid which is acceptable to the Auctioneer. In the event of an equal
maximum bid for any lot between the saleroom and a commission bid and/or a bid via the-saleroom.com, the bid in the saleroom
will take preference. In the event of two or more commission bids being equal, the first one received takes preference.
k. Estimated values of lots are provided as a guide as to what price the lot may attain, based on previous auction results and the
Auctioneer's knowledge of the prevailing market. These are indications provided in good faith but as statements of opinion rather
than facts.
l. Lots will be sold in numerical order (unless otherwise stated) at a rate of between 80 and 100 lots per hour.
m. The Auctioneer does not pack or ship lots. Buyers should collect their purchases or arrange for their own courier to do so.
Collection is by prior arrangement from the Auctioneer's storage location in Edenbridge, Kent and 2 working days' notice is
required to make arrangements for collection. Upon request, the Auctioneer can put buyers in touch with a shipping agent who
will collect, pack and ship on the buyer's behalf. Such arrangements will form a separate contract between the buyer and the
shipper and the buyer will pay the shipping costs directly to the shipper. Safe transit of purchases by personal collection, courier
or shipper is at the sole risk of the purchaser.
n. All transactions associated with this auction sale shall be governed by English law.
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
1

Lot
3

Lot
6

London Underground items comprising 3 tube
line POSTCARDS from the GN, Piccadilly &
Brompton Rly (Motor Car, 1906) and the
Hampstead Tube (Golders Hill & Highgate Woods,
1910), all postally used, Metropolitan Railway
POCKET MAP, ref M.1495/100M, early 1930s
(good, lightly-used condition) and March 1933
'GUIDE to the new Underground through service,
Hounslow and the West End', card folder with
fold-out map of Central London, in very good
condition. [5]

Pair of London Underground CAR STOCKNUMBER PLATES as fitted inside the cars over the
inter-connecting doors and comprising an alloy
plate from 1983 Tube Stock driving motor car
3736 (good, ex-use condition) and an enamel
plate from sub-surface D Stock driving motor car
7013 (rather worn and faded). [2]

1909 London Underground POCKET MAP 'What
to See and How to See it, The Excursionists' Guide
with Map'. This is the map with numbers
referring to points of interest listed on the
reverse. Slight signs of re-folding, so may be an
ex-guidebook copy. Apart from that light
creasing, in very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
4

Lot
7

Selection of London Transport brass CHASSIS
TAGS, aka DUMB-IRON PLATES, for pre-war, exLGOC buses which were scrapped 1949/1950.
Each is accompanied by a postcard-sized
PHOTOGRAPH of the relevant bus in service.
Comprises sets for ST 572, LT 216 and ST 1050.
Obtained by the vendor in each case from the
scrapyard. All in good, ex-service condition. [2]

1960s/70s London Borough of Islington STREET
SIGN for Seward Street, EC1 which is in
Clerkenwell, off Goswell Road. A cast alloy sign
with raised lettering, measuring 30" x 14" (76cm
x 36cm) and in ex-use condition with some
marks. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
2

Considerable quantity (2 large boxes) of London
Transport EPHEMERA including 1950s/60s annual
reports (15), 1930s onwards 'Country Walks',
'Visitors' London' & 'How to Get There' booklets
(60+), 'London Transport Carried On' & 2 other
WW2 booklets, a 1980s Marketing Manual,
quantity of 60s/70s sightseeing, attractions and
holiday services leaflets, 2 sets of modern LU Rule
Books, etc etc. All in good/very good condition.
[large quantity]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot
5

Estimate: £170 to £200

Lot
8

Estimate: £90 to £110

London Transport RT bus BONNET FLEETNUMBER
PLATE from RT 2812. The original RT 2182
entered service at Nunhead garage in 1949 and
the last bus to carry this number was withdrawn
from training duties at Walthamstow garage in
1979 and scrapped immediately. In ex-vehicle
condition with some scratches & blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
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London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 708 destinated Watford, Hemel
Hempstead. The condensed lettering to fit the
final destination onto one line is of note. Likely to
have been situated in Edgware or Stanmore. In
very good, ex-stop condition. [1]
Estimate: £100 to £120

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
9

Lot
12

Lot
15

Selection of bus & coach TIMETABLE BOOKLETS
comprising July 1934 London Transport London
Area timetable, 1930 Summer Programme ABC
Guide for London Coastal Coaches Ltd and 1959
Timpson's Coach Services. All in very good to
excellent condition. [3]

An 'Ultimate' TICKET MACHINE, issues 5 values,
complete with strap, carrying box and quantity of
ticket rolls. Operator unknown but contains
Cardiff tickets and box is marked 'J 72'. Appears
to be in working order though needs a new ink
ribbon. Box contains 18 spare tickets rolls, mostly
Glasgow CT/PTE and mostly unstarted. [Machine
+ 18 ticket rolls]

London Underground Standard Tube Stock
enamel DESTINATION PLATE for Euston/Finsbury
Park on the Piccadilly Line. Double-sided,
reversable, with brass ends. In good, ex-use
condition, some refurbishment to the second
side. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot
10

Quantity of London Transport 1960s/70s bus stop
PANEL POSTERS in the 'Where to board your Bus
or Coach' series. All bar one include a diagram of
the bus stop positions at each location. Dated
between 1968-71, appear to be all different and
all are in very good condition. [41]

Estimate: £50 to £70

Lot
13

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
16

London Underground 1950s/60s enamel STATION
FRIEZE PLATE for the Northern Line with the line
name on the bar of a traditional London
Transport bullseye. Measures 27" x 9" (68cm x
23cm). A few small blemishes but generally a very
good example. [1]

Quantity of London Transport EPHEMERA
including an early 1950s quad-royal POSTER MAP
of Bus & Trolleybus Routes (folded), 1930s
Annual reports, 1932 LCC Trams map, 1948 LT
MagazIne and large selection of 1960s/70s LT
LEAFLETS on places to visit, sightseeing,
attractions etc. Around 85 items in total, mostly
in very good condition. [c85]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
14

Lot
17

Pair of 1913 London General Omnibus Company
POCKET MAPS 'Motor-Bus Map & General Guide',
the August and September issues. In very good
condition, a couple of very small partings at the
fold-corners but generally excellent examples,
firm and unmarked. [2]

1912 ABC GUIDE TO LONDON containing the
official Underground MAP for that year and a
fold-out pictorial MAP OF LONDON in 1912. The
guidebook shows some wear & ageing but the
maps are in very good condition. Plus the 1880
Metropolitan Railway ILLUSTRATED GUIDE with
integral map of London showing railways. Worn
at spine but otherwise very good. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
11

London Transport (Central Buses) ALLOCATION
OF SCHEDULED BUSES, No 50, commencing 19th
April 1944. A rarely-seen WW2 example. Apart
from pencil marks on the front page, the booklet
is in very good condition. [1]
Estimate: £30 to £40

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
18

Lot
21

Lot
24

Pair of bus TICKET MACHINES comprising a TIM
machine, numbered 49 on the casing, thought to
be ex-South Wales Transport (handle turns, no
ticket roll) and an Automacheckit, also known as
a Bellgraphic, containing tickets from Caerphilly
UDC, seemingly in working order. [2]

Selection of LCC Tramways LEAFLETS incl c1910
University Colleges etc 'How to Get There by
Electric Car', c1920 'Theatres via the Kingsway
Subway', c1920s 'Under Cover all the Way', The
Zoo, Museums, 'Cricket at the Oval', 1931 and
1932 cricket fixtures. Generally in good to very
good condition. [8]

London Underground enamel 'bullseye' STOCKNUMBER PLATE from R49 sub-surface (District
Line) stock non-driving motor car 23435. These
plates were fitting inside the cars above the interconnecting doors. In good, ex-use condition,
slightly bent upon removal. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £90
Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot
19

Lot
22

Lot
25

London Transport enamel BUS STOP FLAG
(compulsory). A 1950s/60s 'bullseye'-style, E9size, double-sided 'boat'-type flag complete with
runners for 9 e-plates on each side (one runner is
a little bent but can be easily straightened).
Measures 18" x 31" (46cm x 79cm) and is in very
good, ex-use condition with a good shine and just
a few small chips and blemishes. [1]

1936 London Transport Underground MAP. A
special printing produced to accompany the
Report & Accounts of the LPTB. Opens out to 24"
x 18 " (61cm x 46cm), single-sided, and also
shows 'jointly-owned lines and lines of the mainline companies run over by the Board's trains. In
excellent condition. [1]

London Underground TIMETABLES comprising a
District Railway TIMETABLE BOOKLET for the
Wimbledon Line dated 1 October 1914 plus an
LPTB WORKING TIMETABLE dated 6 May 1946
including No 111 (Metropolitan Line, No 1
Section), No 111a (East London Line) and No 112
(Metropolitan Line, No 2 Section). Both in lightlyused condition. [2]

Estimate: £220 to £260

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot
20

Lot
23

Lot
26

Pair of London Transport bus/coach stop enamel
E-PLATES for Green Line route 701 in cream on
green and Maidstone & District route 131 in
green on white. Both in very good, ex-stop
condition. [2]

1926 East Surrey Traction Co Ltd TIMETABLE &
MAP OF BUS ROUTES, Winter edition (first issue)
dated 20/10/26. 104pp booklet with centre-fold
map. A little age-darkening and light wear but
generally a very good, unmarked copy. [1]

London Transport 1960s/70s ENAMEL SIGN 'Staff
Canteen, Booking on Centre' with arrows. Likely
to have been situated at an Underground depôt.
Single-sided, fully flanged, measures 16" x 20"
(41cm x 51cm). In very good, ex-use condition
with minor blemishes only. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £150 to £200
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
27

Lot
30

Lot
32

London Transport enamel compulsory BUS STOP
FLAG, an E3 'boat'-style example of 1990s
vintage, double-sided with space for 3 'E-stickers'
on each side. Measures 18" x 21" (46cm x 53cm)
and is in excellent, barely-used condition, almost
mint but for some very minor blemishes. [1]

Considerable quantity of London Transport
(Country Buses & Coaches) & London Country Bus
Services TRAFFIC CIRCULARS incl year sets for
1969, 1970, 1971 (all with indices), 1972 & 1973
(with index) plus many further copies from
1970-74 period. Sets appear to be complete/near
complete, much duplication also noted. Mostly in
good/very good condition. [approx 200 issues]

Quantity of unmarked Ian Allan 'ABC' BOOKLETS
dated between 1944 & 1963 (mostly 1940s/50s)
comprising 17 London Transport (buses, coaches,
trams, trolleybuses, railways) plus provincial bus
fleets, BR locomotives, Irish locomotives, minor
British railways, British cars, commercial vehicles
and 1947 'Overground' booklet. All appear to be
unmarked, condition varies from lightly-used to
excellent. [27]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
31

Lot
33

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 362A Saturday & Sunday, Fare Stage. The
362A was a High Wycombe local service. Country
Area plates with red digits for weekend services
are very unusual, even more so with the fare
stage annotation. A few tiny blemishes at the
bottom edge, otherwise in very good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

1960s London Transport Country Area Bus
Driver's/Conductor's UNIFORM JACKET in green
serge with plastic buttons (size 42, excellent
unused condition) plus 4 x 1960s LT Buses
FARECHARTS for routes 13/113, 240, 441B (all
Routemaster size) and route 460 (RT size), all in
very good, ex-use condition, plus a 1980 London
Country quad-royal POSTER for the Green Line
Golden Jubilee in excellent condition. [6]

Estimate: £70 to £80

Lot
28

London Underground Q/CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Barking/Bow Road on
the Hammersmith & City Line. Double-sided,
reversable, with brass ends. In good, ex-use
condition with small enamel losses on both sides.
[1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
29

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £60 to £80

c1931 London Underground linen-card POCKET
MAP from the Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is from the larger, second series
and is the edition with red cover showing the
projected Piccadilly Line extensions to Sudbury
Town and the one to Cockfosters as under
construction. Lightly used with a few foxing marks
but generally a very good copy. [1]
Estimate: £70 to £90
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
34

Lot
37

Lot
40

London Transport/London Country items
comprising 3 x Drivers'/Conductors' PSV BADGES
(2 in holders) for London & South-Eastern Areas,
London Country Instructor's CAP BADGE + other
LC etc CAP & LAPEL BADGES + LT Country Area
bound volume of TRAFFIC CIRCULARS for 1969 +
LT Country Buses RULE BOOKS for 1956 & 1967 +
Green Line POCKET MAP No 1 1937 and COACH
GUIDE Winter 1958-59. All in good to very good
condition. [15 items]

Selection of 1960s-80s BUS STOP FLAGS
comprising Maidstone & District, Bristol Omnibus
and Cleveland Transit. All in ex-use condition. [3]

Consecutive, complete run of London Transport
MAGAZINES for the years 1963-70 (8 years).
Generally in good to very good condition apart
from the usual corroded staples. [90 issues]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
38

Lot
41

A 'Push Once' BELL-PUSH believed to be
ex-'Feltham'-type tramcar, sold by London
Transport after WW2 to Leeds Corporation for
further service. Mounted on original wooden
backing-plate. Plus a bakelite 'Bell - Press Once'
surround plate similarly believed ex 'Feltham'
tram. Both items in good, ex-use condition. [2]

Consecutive run of London Transport MAGAZINES
for the years 1955-62 (8 years). Missing are
March & April 1956, July & August 1959 and June
& December 1962. Generally in good to very
good condition apart from the usual corroded
staples. [90 issues]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
35

Considerable quantity of London Underground
(London Transport Railways) TRAFFIC CIRCULAR
SUPPLEMENTS dated 1950 - 1980s. All appear to
be different. In good condition. [c100]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £120 to £140
Estimate: £70 to £80

Lot
39

Lot
42

Lot
36

London Underground enamel PLATFORM SIGN
from Hampstead station on the Northern Line.
This is a tunnel-side sign measuring 24" (61cm)
square with its accompanying, original alloy
frame and is slightly curved to fit against the
tunnel wall. In excellent condition, barely a mark.
[1 + frame]

c1904 special edition of the District Railway Map
of Greater London & Environs, re-covered and retitled for 'Great Thoughts' publications. Linenbacked inside hard covers, opens out to 42" x 26"
(107cm x 66cm). Worn covers but map very
reasonable. Plus a c1920s Great Western Railway
network MAP, printed on thin paper, single-sided,
opens out to 25.5" x 19.5" (65cm x 50cm), wellused, small corner loss. [2]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £170 to £220
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London Transport Routemaster bus BONNET
FLEETNUMBER PLATE from RM 1393, complete
with backing section (bonnet flap). The original
RM 1393 (Leyland-engined) entered service at
Rye Lane garage in 1963 and the last bus to carry
this number was withdrawn at Thornton Heath
garage in 1987 and sent for immediate scrap. In
good, ex-vehicle condition, a few blemishes. [1]
Estimate: £70 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
43

Lot
46

Lot
49

Quantity of b&w PHOTOGRAPHS (6x4 size) of
London Transport buses taken in the 1940s/50s.
Classes covered include STL, STD, Q, CR, LTL,
Utilities, RT, RTL, RLH & service vehicles. All are
good quality prints and many were taken by F G
Reynolds.[approx 140]

Quantity of b&w (a few in colour) PHOTOGRAPHS
(mostly postcard size) of London Transport
trolleybuses, most taken in the 1950s/60s, a few
are pre-war. Much variety, quality is generally
good, some are by well-known photographers,
others have no details on the reverse. [170+]

London
Underground
Q-Stock
enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Dagenham/Upminster
on the District Line. Double-sided, reversable,
with brass ends. In much-used condition with
some damage to the enamel. [1]
Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
44

Lot
47

Quantity of colour PHOTOGRAPHS (6x4 size) of
London Transport buses, coaches & trolleybuses
(1!) taken in the 1950s/60s/70s, mainly 1960s.
Classes covered include RT, RTL, RTW, RLH, T, TD,
Routemaster, XA, XF. All are good quality prints,
photographers include A B Cross and M Webber.
[approx 130]

Pair of London Transport enamel, boat-style BUS
STOP FLAGS, the first an early 1990s E6-size
compulsory (18" x 22", 46cm x 56cm) and the
second a 1980s request (18" x 16", 46cm x 41cm).
Both in good, ex-use condition with minor
blemishes. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £90

Lot
45

Lot
48

Quantity of b&w PHOTOGRAPHS (5 x 3.5 size) of
London Transport RF-type bus and coaches,
mainly taken in the 1950s/60s, including Central,
Country & Green Line variants. Considerable
variety of locations, no apparent duplication. All
are good quality pictures, photographers
unknown. [150+]

Quantity of 1930s-60s London Transport POCKET
MAPS & LEAFLETS including Central Bus,
Underground, Green Line, Trolleybus & Tram,
Country Bus, Night Buses etc. Condition varies
from well-used to good, most are good. [24]

Lot
50

London Underground enamel 'bullseye' STOCKNUMBER PLATE from 1938 tube stock driving
motor car 10152. These plates were fitting inside
the cars above the inter-connecting doors. In very
good, ex-use condition. [1]
Estimate: £85 to £95

Lot
51

c1902 Central London Railway fold-out POCKET
MAP produced to promote its service from Bank
to Shepherds Bush. The line is superimposed in
red on a street-map background and shows the
generating station and depôt at the western end
with an inset plan of the subways at Bank on the
top right. The reverse has travel and ticket
information etc. Slight wear at the folds and
edges but overall a very good copy. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £70
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
52

Lot
54

Lot
57

Quantity of RAILWAY EPHEMERA including 2 x
1930s LMS Route Books, c1950s Bournemouth
Belle menu card, SECR 1920 Rule Book, LMS 1933
Rule Book, 1950 BR Rule Book, Railway Magazine
bound volume 25 (1909), 1920s books 'Railways
of the World', 'Railways of Today' & 'The Future
of the Railways', 1950s cigarette cards x 48,
rubber stamps from Halwill Junction station etc.
Mostly in good/very good condition, some are
well used. [quantity]

Underground Group/London Transport ephemera
comprising c1914 BOOKLET 'Tramway Trips &
Rambles' with fold-out ROUTE MAP & GUIDE (a
little aged, corroded staples), 1917 BOOKLET 'The
Trees of London & the Countryside' with cover
design by Gregory Brown (lightly used), 1923
August BH LEAFLET (good) and 1936 fold-out
PAMPHLET 'Green Line to London', routes K1/K2,
with large illustration of T-type coach (lightly
used). [4]

Huge quantity (3 large boxes) of 1970s/80s
London Country etc TIMETABLE LEAFLETS &
BOOKLETS, all unused ex Reigate stores upon
closure. Much variety as well as much
duplication. [approx 3,000]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
53

Lot
55

London TRAM ITEMS ex LT tram inspector
comprising 1942 INSPECTOR'S TIMEBOOK for
service 46 Ex at point Westhorne Ave, a BRASS
GAUGE for testing the width of the conduit slot
and a c1940s DESTINATION BLIND, depôt
unknown but possibly New Cross, complete but
heavily used and worn. [3]

Complete FIFTH VOLUME of 'PENNYFARE', the
pre-war London Transport magazine, for 1938
comprising issues 1-12 from January to
December. The usual corroded staples but overall
in good to very good condition. [12 issues]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
58

Large quantity (3 large boxes) of 1970s/80s
London Country etc PANEL TIMETABLES, PANEL
POSTERS, STAFF MAGAZINES, STATIONERY, FILE
FOLDERS, BOOKS & BROCHURES, LOTS
PUBLICATIONS etc. All ex Reigate stores upon
closure. Generally in very good condtion.
[hundreds]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
59

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
56

Complete SIXTH VOLUME of 'PENNYFARE', the
pre-war London Transport magazine, for 1939,
comprising issues 1-9 from January to September
and issues 1-3 of the WW2 austerity 'War Series'
for October-December. The usual corroded
staples but overall in good to very good
condition. [12 issues]
Estimate: £80 to £100
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Huge quantity (large bag + large box) of
1950s-1980s official (mainly) PHOTOGRAPHS,
TRANSPARENCIES & NEGATIVES ex the London
Country photographic archive at Reigate. Photos
range from postcard to whole plate. Most bus
classes covered, some back to LT era, many
classes sorted into large envelopes, plus service
vehicles, premises, locations etc. [probably 1,500
+]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
60

Lot
62

Lot
65

Large box of London Country (London Transport)
CORRESPONDENCE FILES (letters, memos, maps
etc) ex Reigate HO. Subjects include West
Croydon bus station, Guildford bus station,
Tillingbourne Valley (back to the 1950s), Blue
Saloon, Scarlet Coaches, Agreements with LT for
bus & Green Line services, Rover Tickets and
several more. A mine of historical information.
[12 bulky files]

1934 London Underground diagrammatic, card
POCKET MAP, designed by H C Beck. This is
edition No 2, 1934 and the first to show the
Central Line (red) and the Bakerloo (brown) in the
colours still used today and the Piccadilly service
running to Uxbridge. This is the version with the
Liverpool Street name very close to its circle. Just
very lightly used and an excellent copy. [1]

1941 wartime edition of the London
Underground diagrammatic, card POCKET MAP,
designed by H C Beck. This features the shortlived interlocking circles for inter-change stations
and the 60° diagonals, supposedly to allow easier
inclusion of the projected eastern-end Central
Line extensions. Includes a notice that the
Aldwych and West London line services are
suspended. Lightly used with a few marks on the
covers but generally a very good copy. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £80

Estimate: £90 to £110
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
61

Lot
63

London Underground enamel PLATFORM
BULLSEYE SIGN from Strand station, c1950s/60s
vintage. This was the Northern Line station of
that name, closed for re-building in 1973 and now
known as Charing Cross. Measures 28" x 26"
(71cm x 66cm). Some damage at the corners
from removal and a few other blemishes. [1]

1936 London Underground diagrammatic, card
POCKET MAP, designed by H C Beck. This is
edition No 2, 1936 and is an excellent example,
clean, crisp and firm. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
66

London
Underground
38-Stock
enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Edgware/Kennington on
the Northern Line. Double-sided, reversable, with
brass ends. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £90

Lot
64

1937 London Underground diagrammatic, card
POCKET MAP, designed by H C Beck. This is
edition No 2, 1937 and is a very good example,
clean and firm. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £90

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
67

Selection of 1930s Green Line Coaches
TIMETABLE LEAFLETS & MAPS comprising Coach
Service Guide dated 18.2.31, timetable leaflets
from 1930-34 (incl Skylark examples) and pocket
maps dated 1935-39. All in very good to excellent
condition. [14]
Estimate: £60 to £80
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
68

Lot
71

Lot
74

Quantity of London Transport Green Line POCKET
MAPS dated from 1946 (946.2719F 15,000) to
1969. All appear to be different and generally in
excellent to near-mint condition. [23]

London Transport Metropolitan Line CARRIAGE
MAP dated 1937, on thick card, showing the line
in green. These maps were located in the
compartments of T-stock and steam-hauled
carriages. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
69

Lot
72

1930s London Transport (LPTB) small BINDER
'London at Home' promoting advertising in LT
timetable booklets with details of different
timetables, rates, application form plus a quantity
(16) of London Transport 1960s official
CHRISTMAS CARDS, all bar one featuring a
miniature reproduction of an LT poster. All in
excellent, unused condition, minimal duplication.
[17]
Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot
75

Set of London Underground 1973 Tube Stock
enamel STOCK-NUMBER PLATES from a 3-car unit
comprising driving motor car 109, uncoupling
non-driving motor car 309 and trailer 509. These
plates were located inside the cars above the
inter-communicating doors. In very good, ex-use
condition. [3]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
70

London Transport TEMPORARY BUS STOP FLAG
(request version). A double-sided, aluminium sign
measuring 18" x 22" (46cm x 56cm), complete
with fixing brackets and in unmarked, nearperfect condition, probably unused. Plus a
London Transport Routemaster double-sided
SLIPBOARD with stickers for route 175 as used in
1975/6 on ex-BEA RMA-type buses at Romford
(NS) garage which were not fitted with
destination boxes. In ex-use condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot
73

Pair of Midlands area bus DESTINATION BLINDS
comprising a late-1950s Coventry Corporation
blind and a Leicester Corporation example dated
1973. Both are complete and in very good, ex-use
condition. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Pair of London United Tramways (Underground
Group) PANEL TIMETABLES, one for route 55 and
the other for route 57, the former dated February
1933, the latter November 1932. Both in very
good condition, folded once. [2]

c1928/9 London Underground linen-card POCKET
MAP from the Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is the first of the larger, second
series and is the edition with the light-green
cover, produced before any of the line extensions
were projected. A superb copy in near-mint
condition. [1]
Estimate: £130 to £150
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Lot
76

Pair of Metropolitan Electric Tramways
(Underground Group) PANEL TIMETABLES, both
dated January 1933, one for routes 34 & 51 and
the other for routes 66 & 68. Both in very good
condition, folded once. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
77

Lot
80

Lot
83

Pair of South Metropolitan Electric Tramways
(Underground Group) PANEL TIMETABLES, one
for routes 4/5 dated November 1932 and the
other for routes 6/7 dated February 1933. Both in
very good condition, folded once. [2]

Gents' of Leicester RAILWAY CLOCK with a 12"
(30cm) face and roman numerals. Electric
movement and a bakelite frame. Origin unknown.
Cosmetically in good order apart from a small
piece of damage to the outer rim (not visible from
front). Not tested and must not be connected to
an electrical supply before safety certification by
a qualified electrician. [1]

London Transport enamel BUS & COACH STOP
FLAG (bus compulsory, coach request). A
1950s/60s 'bullseye'-style, E6-size, double-sided
'boat'-type flag complete with runners for 6 eplates on each side. Measures 18" x 26" (46cm x
66cm) and is in generally good condition, a chip
at the top edge of each side. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
78

Estimate: £140 to £160
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
81

A 1926 General Strike cotton FLAG with the word
'Strike' on the bar of an Underground Group bar
& circle motif. The date 'May 4th, 1926' is
embroidered on the reverse. Presumed made by
a trade union for the picket line. Measures 16" x
12" (40cm x 30cm) and in very good condition,
just a little dusty. A most unusual item, not seen
before. [1]
Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot
79

Gents' of Leicester RAILWAY CLOCK with a 6"
(15cm) face and roman numerals. Said by vendor
to have originated at Newton Abbot station.
Electric movement and a square bakelite frame.
Cosmetically in good order but not tested and
must not be connected to an electrical supply
before safety certification by a qualified
electrician. [1]

1950s Associated Motorways Booking Office SIGN
featuring an illustration of a coach with windownotices reading 'London to South Coast, Midlands
to South Coast'. Measures 18" x 12" (45cm x
31cm) and made of aluminium with integral
mounting flange. In superb condition, effectively
mint with only the tiniest of blemishes and
appears to be unused. [1]
Estimate: £100 to £150

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
82

Folder of London Underground 1926 GENERAL
STRIKE EPHEMERA including a full set of Daily
Traffic Circulars (1-6), memos regarding
protection requirements, volunteers, office staff
for special duties, messages from Ashfield & Pick,
minutes of meetings, special bonus payments to
volunteers, Signal Dept News, staff transport
arrangements by bus (with General map) & much
more. A treasure trove of historical information.
[folder + quantity of documents]

Lot
84

Lot
85

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 715 destinated Enfield, Oxford
Circus, Guildford. This would have been situated
on the northernmost section of the route,
possibly in Waltham Cross or even in Hertford. In
very good, ex-stop condition. [1]

1919 London Underground MAP OF THE
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF LONDON 'What to See &
How
to
See
it'
with
print-code
395-500M-2-10-19. Has the red, open, bullseye
circle on the cover and opens out in 8 panels to
13.7" x 10.9" (34 x 28cm). An excellent copy, just
a little very light wear. [1]

Estimate: £350 to £450

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
86

Lot
89

Lot
92

1936 London Transport 'RED ROAD GUIDE'
TIMETABLES of Central Bus, Tram & Trolleybus
services, the issues dated June and Aug 5 - Oct 6.
These are the only editions of this comprehensive
booklet, effectively the public version of the
inspectors' 'red books', which was discontinued
after just two issues. The first has a repaired
corner on the front cover and both have a little
age-spotting to the rear covers, otherwise
good/very good. [2]

c1890s Judd Patent TICKET PUNCH with counter,
serial no 0418 (punches OK). These were used on
horse buses & trams, railways, ferries,
transporter bridges etc. [1]

Pair of HEADBOARDS carried by the last 38-Tube
Stock train in passenger service on the Bakerloo
Line on 20 November 1985. The larger (21.5" x
18" - 55cm x 46cm) was fitted in the cab window
and the smaller (24" x 4" - 61cm x 10cm) was
slotted into the centre position in the destination
box. Both are painted wood. In very good, ex-use
condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
90

Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot
93

Lot
87

Complete
run
of
London
Transport
Tram/Trolleybus & Tram POCKET MAPS from
Winter 1934-5 to January 1950 inclusive. This is
the full set issued under London Transport
auspices. All are in good to very good condition.
[24]

Small collection of TRANSPORT EPHEMERA
comprising 2 x 1930s albums of CIGARETTE
CARDS, 'Railway Engines' by Will's, 1936, set of 50
(cards near mint, album excellent) & 'Trains of
the World' by Gallaher, 1937, 47 of 48 (cards near
mint, album very good) plus issues 2-6 of 'Buses
Illustrated' MAGAZINES (1950, very good), c1920
'Evening News' Bus, Tube & Tram GUIDE (very
worn) & 10 x 1950s LT AMENDMENT LEAFLETS
for pocket maps (good). [18 items]

Estimate: £50 to £70

London
Underground
38-Stock
enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Bushey Heath/High
Barnet on the Northern Line. The first destination
was never used as construction of the Northern
Line extension there was abandoned in 1950.
Double-sided, reversable, with brass ends. In well
used condition with some enamel losses on both
sides. [1]

Salford City Transport cast-alloy BUS STOP FLAG
with extra wording 'Queue this side, queue other
side'. c1950s, measures 13" x 15" (33cm x 38cm)
and in very good, ex-use condition, may have
been repainted. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
88

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
91

Lot
94

London Underground enamel 'bullseye' STOCKNUMBER PLATE from 1938 tube stock trailer
012289. These plates were fitting inside the cars
above the inter-connecting doors. In ex-use
condition with some enamel damage to the '9'.
[1]

Pair of Almex 'A' TICKET MACHINES, believed to
be ex-London Country though both have seen
subsequent use, with correct-type boxes (one
marked 'HE' for High Wycombe garage). Casing
nos 848 & 916, serial nos 242 & 1423. Both
appear to be in working order and come with
spare ticket rolls and ink ribbons, previously
removed printing plates etc. [2]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
95

Lot
98

Lot
100

Quantity of Underground Group & London
Transport EXCURSION LEAFLETS (c1919),
HOLIDAY LEAFLETS (1925-1939), special POCKET
MAPS & SUNDRY LEAFLETS (1930s-1960s) plus a
facsimile copy of the November 1912 LGOC
POCKET BUS MAP. Generally in very good to
excellent condition. [39]

Run of consecutive issues of London Transport
(Central Buses) ALLOCATIONS OF SCHEDULED
BUSES from No 6, 1 July 1964 to No 15, 25
October 1969. Mostly in good, ex-use condition
and most have the official amendments added.
[10]

Selection of London Transport (Central Road
Services/Central Buses) ALLOCATIONS OF
SCHEDULED BUSES comprising No 9 (May 1956),
No 11 (May 1957), No 12 (Oct 1957), No 15 (May
1959), No 16 (Oct 1959), No 1 (May 1962), No 2
(Oct 1962), No 3 (May 1963), No 4 (Oct 1963) and
No 5 (Jan 1964). Mostly in good, ex-use condition
and many have the official amendments added.
[10]

Estimate: £120 to £140
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
96

Quantity of London Transport Central Buses [&
Trolleybuses] and Country Buses POCKET MAPS
dated between 1952 and 1969. Generally in
excellent to near-mint condition. [31]
Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot
97

Lot
99

Estimate: £130 to £150

Lot
101

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE
'National Express Coach Stop' in the red & blue of
the National Bus Company with the NBC logo.
From one of the relatively few locations in LT's
area where coach operators from all over the UK
(formerly part of the London Coastal Coaches
consortium) were permitted to stop. In very
good, ex-stop condition. Plus a small National Bus
Company ENAMEL PLATE as fitted to the front of
a bus. Ex-vehicle condition. [2]
Estimate: £120 to £140

A London STREET SIGN for Oxford Square, W2,
Nos 17 to 31. Oxford Square is in Bayswater, to
the west of Edgware Road. A cast alloy sign with
raised lettering and measuring 32" z 17.5" (81cm
x 44cm). In ex-use condition with some stains and
graffiti. [1]

London
Underground
38-Stock
enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for East Finchley/Tooting on
the Northern Line. Double-sided, reversable, with
brass ends. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
102

Quantity of London Transport PANEL POSTERS &
STICKERS including 1960 'Please help the
Conductor' by Galbraith and others, 20+ interior
'litter' stickers for RT-type buses, envelope of
c1980s small bus stop etc stickers plus a 1969
HANGING CARD NOTICE for a Parcel Agent on LT
Country Buses. All generally in good to very good
condition. [quantity]

Estimate: £170 to £190

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
103

Lot
106

Lot
109

London Transport SETRIGHT TICKET MACHINE as
used mainly on Green Line services. Comes with
box (marked GF - Guildford garage), strap & backplate and selection of spare (non-London) ticket
rolls. Serial no S 187, dial shows values of 1/2d to
11 1/2d and 1/- to 19/-. Windows show halfpence, shillings and total tickets. Contains a
London Country ticket roll and appears to work
OK, ink a bit faint. [Machine, ancilliaries, ticket
rolls]

Two boxes of loose-bound London General
Omnibus Company TRAFFIC NOTICES & TRAFFIC
CIRCULARS for the period Sept 1915-March 1920
and July 1924-Dec 1926. Both sets appear to be
complete runs but this has not been fully
checked. NB: these are copies, NOT originals. In
very good condition. [2 boxes, 18 binders]

Selection of London Underground 1973 Mk I Tube
Stock enamel STOCK-NUMBER PLATES. These
were located inside the cars above the intercommunicating doors. One non-driving motor car
and three trailers. In very good, ex-use condition.
[4]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £100 to £150

Lot
107

Lot
110

Lot
104

Quantity of London Transport bus conductors'
leather CASH BAGS in varying states of repair and
condition, all are rather dirty and dusty. [8]
Estimate: £60 to £80

London Transport bus stop enamel G-PLATE 'Also
Buses starting from here towards Orpington'. A
G6-size plate, equivalent to the space of 6 Eplates. A small repair at the 'O' of 'towards' but
otherwise in very good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Selection of London Underground small ENAMEL
PLATES, two are ex-platform line diagrams where
they covered re-named stations, the first 'Charing
Cross' (covered 'Strand') and the second
'Embankment' (covered 'Charing Cross') upon the
opening of the Jubilee Line plus another 'Please
show your ticket at the Barrier'. All in very good,
ex-use condition. [3]

Estimate: £120 to £140
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
105

Lot
108

1934/36 London Transport Trolleybus & Tram,
Central Bus & Green Line MAPS. Special printings
produced to accompany the Report & Accounts
of the LPTB. Each opens out to approx 24" x 18 "
(61cm x 46cm), single-sided, and shows the
relevant system superimposed on a street map.
Each features a variant of the classic early form of
the LT bullseye logo. All in excellent condition. [3]

London Transport (Trams and Trolleybuses)
BOOKLET 'Allocation of Scheduled Trams and
Trolleybuses - No 34. Commencing Wednesday,
2nd May 1951.' In good, lightly-used condition,
some parting at the spine, official amendments
have been pasted in. [1]

Matching pair of 1980s London Transport
enamel, boat-style BUS STOP FLAGS, one
compulsory, one request. Each measures 18" x
16" (46cm x 41cm) and both are in good, ex-use
condition with minor blemishes only. [2]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £90
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Lot
111

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
112

Lot
115

Lot
118

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
Eastern National routes 315 and 317 with green
lettering as was customary for 'other' operators.
We have not been able to establish where these
routes entered London Transport territory but it
may have been at Bishops Stortford. In very good,
ex-stop condition. [1]

1950s/60s London Transport enamel BUS STOP
SIGN ' Bus & Coach Stop - Lemsford Corner" from
the "Keston"-type wooden shelter served by RT &
RF-type buses & Green Line coaches at this
location in Welwyn Garden City. A flanged, singlesided sign measuring 18" (46cm) square and in
very good, ex-use condition with just a few small
blemishes. [1]

1930s London Transport bus stop timetable panel
enamel HEADER PLATE in the pre-war style with
over/underlining with diamond cut-outs. This
standard style of plate replaced all the various
previous types from around 1937 onwards. In
good, ex-use condition with minor damage along
the edges. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £90 to £120
Estimate: £330 to £370

Lot
113

London Transport Routemaster RADIATOR
BADGE, the plastic triangle version introduced in
1965 (good, ex-use condition) plus a London
Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE 'Fare Stage'
in white letters on a red background, the type
located on the roof of bus shelters (very good, exuse condition). [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
116

c1931 Metropolitan Railway MAP OF LONDON
'Metropolitan Railway and Connections' - the
Met's own, attractive version of the Underground
map, showing their lines in bold red and the rest
of the system in light blue. This is the issue with
print-ref M1246/50M and with an orange cover.
In good, lightly-used condition with a little wear
in places. [1]

Lot
119

London Underground CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION
PLATE
for
Amersham/Rickhamsworth on the Metropolitan
Line. Double-sided, reversable, with brass ends
and small lugs at the top to aid identification of
the destinations in the rack. In ex-use condition
with some damage to the enamel on both sides.
[1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
114

Selection of LCC Tramways/London Transport
POCKET MAPS including 1922-33 examples for
trams, 1933-47 for buses plus special issues for
1948 Olympic Games, 1951 Festival of Britain,
1953 Coronation plus sundry others. Condition
varies from lightly-used to near-mint, most are
very good. [17]
Estimate: £60 to £70

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
117

London Transport Routemaster bus BONNET
FLEETNUMBER PLATE from RM 1846, complete
with backing section (bonnet flap). The original
RM 1846 entered service at Tottenham Lane
garage in 1964 and the last bus to carry this
number was withdrawn at Wood Green garage in
1987 and sent for immediate scrap. In good, exvehicle condition, a few blemishes. [1]
Estimate: £70 to £80
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Lot
120

Selection of 1950s London Underground card
DIAGRAMMATIC MAPS by H C Beck comprising
issues 1253, 355, 656, 1156 & 658 plus a 1953
Cheap Evening Return Fares LEAFLET (all in good
to very good condition) plus a large quantity (c60)
of 1950s Green Line TIMETABLE LEAFLETS for a
wide selection of coach routes, a few are worn
but most in very good condition. [c67 items]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
121

Lot
124

Lot
126

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 716 destinated Welwyn Garden
City, Stevenage, Hitchin. This would probably
have been located in Hatfield. In very good, exstop condition. [1]

1930s
London
Underground
STATION
COMPETITION AWARD PANEL in respect of
Section 2 - efficiency, courtesy & tidiness. Carries
bars with station names for each award from
1935 to 1966 with a certificate behind glass for
the 1967 award (King's Cross), presumably the
last. A wooden frame with hallmarked silver
corners, the bars and title plaque may also be
silver. A most historic and unusual item. In very
good condition. [1]

Selection of 1920s/30s London Underground
'Guide to Underground Travel' etc POCKET
BOOKLETS with card covers comprising Arnos
Grove etc dated Sep 1932, Ealing Common etc
dated Jul 1928, Edgware etc dated Aug 1928,
Finsbury Park dated Jan 1927, Highgate dated Jan
1927, Hounslow dated Apr 1928, Hyde Park Cnr
dated May 1932 & Morden etc dated Nov 1927.
All contain fold-out Underground maps of Central
London. In good to very good, lightly-used
condition. [8]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot
122

Estimate: £350 to £400
Estimate: £140 to £180

Lot
125

Selection of 1920s London General Omnibus
Company TRAFFIC CIRCULARS comprising No 589
(13 February 1926), No 600 (5 May 1926), No 714
(23 May 1928) and No 722 (18 July 1928). The
usual ageing but generally in very good condition.
[4]
Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot
123

Lot
127

Selection of 1920s/30s London Underground
'Guide to Underground Travel' etc POCKET
BOOKLETS with card covers comprising Queens
Park etc dated Jan 1927, South Harrow etc dated
Feb 1927, Sth Harrow 'New Underground Service'
dated Jul 1932, Tooting Broadway etc dated Dec
1926, Wood Lane etc dated Apr 1928 &
'Theatreland' dated Nov 1928. All contain foldout Underground maps of Central London. In
good to very good, lightly-used condition. [6]

1940 London Transport TROLLEYBUS & TRAM
MAP. Appears to be a proof copy of an edition
that was cancelled due to WW2 but would have
been no. 2, 1940 if it had been issued.
Annotations by hand to that effect plus the
comment 'aerodromes deleted'. Single-sided,
opens out to 24.5" X 18.5" (62cm x 47cm).
Folded, fragile at the folds with small losses and
nicks & scuffs at the edges. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £140

Estimate: £40 to £50

Selection of 1920/30s Underground Group
Tramways (MET, LUT & SMET) MONTHLY
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS comprising No 34 (1 June
1922), No 38 (1 October 1922) and No 125 (April
1930). A little ageing but generally in very good
condition. [3]
Estimate: £30 to £40
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
128

Lot
131

Lot
134

London Underground enamel 'bullseye' STOCKNUMBER PLATE from 1938 tube stock driving
motor car 10180. These plates were fitting inside
the cars above the inter-connecting doors. In exuse condition with some damage to the enamel.
[1]

London Transport enamel BUS & COACH STOP
FLAG (compulsory). A 1950s/60s 'bullseye'-style,
E9-size, double-sided 'boat'-type flag complete
with runners for 9 e-plates on each side.
Measures 18" x 31" (46cm x 79cm), a few small
chips but generally in very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

A British Rail CARRIAGE DESTINATION BLIND for
the East Coast Main Line, probably ex HST or 225
stock. Covers a large variety of services including
branded ones such as Flying Scotsman, Talisman,
Aberdonian, Bradford Executive, Leeds Exceutive
etc. Plus a Dutch BUS DESTINATION BLIND for a
coastal service from Rotterdam. Both are
complete blinds in very good, ex-use condition.
[2]

Estimate: £60 to £70
Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot
129

A London Transport enamel RADIATOR BADGE
PLATE for a 1940s G-type utility bus (after-market
manufacture) in unused condition plus 4 x BRAND
IDENTITY MOCK-UPS for Selkent Buses, produced
presumaby in the pre/post-privatisation phase
but not adopted. Measure 13.5" x 6" (35cm x
15cm), vinyl on perspex or similar, in excellent
condition. [5]

Lot
132

Pair of London Transport enamel BUS & COACH
STOP FLAGS (request). 1950s/60s 'bullseye'-style,
the first is an E3 (runners present on one side
only, the other an E6 complete with all runners.
The first measures 18" x 21" (46cm x 53cm), the
second 18" x 26" (46cm x 66cm). Both are
somewhat weathered and well-used, the second
has corroded at the bottom with metal losses. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
130

London
Underground
38-Stock
enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Elstree/Special from the
Northern Line. Double-sided, reversable, with
brass ends. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £70

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot
135

Small set of London Transport RT bus card
FARECHARTS for Romford area routes comprising
route 86 dated 1959, route 103 dated 1963 and
route 174 dated 1961. In good, ex-use condition.
Plus a London Transport Central Buses 'Allocation
of Scheduled Buses' BOOKLET, issue no 13
commencing 7 September 1968. Very good
condition with official amendments pasted in. [4]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
133

Selection of London Underground enamel
Bakerloo Line SECTION SWITCH PLATES, 2 x
positive, 2 x negative. The plates measure 10.5" x
12" (27cm x 31cm) and would have been located
on switch cabinets. In good, ex-use condition, a
few chips at the screw-holes. Unusual items. [4]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot
136

Pair of bus TICKET MACHINES comprising a
Willebrew machine with a small pack of tickets
(machine appears to cut ticket but movement is
very stiff) and a Hall Autographic machine serial
no I 89 with supply of Lancashire United tickets
(working order unknown). [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £50 to £60
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
137

Lot
140

Lot
142

Pair of London Transport Routemaster 'Gold
Arrow' enamel RADIATOR BADGES, believed to
have been made for routes 28 & 31 in 1988. Both
in excellent, as-new condition. [2]

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 228 Sunday with red lettering. We think
this may date from the very short period from
1966-68 when journeys south of Surrey Docks Stn
to Eltham and Chislehurst ran on Sundays only.
We have not been able to identify any other
Sunday-only operations on this route. A very
scarce plate in very good, ex-stop condition. [1]

London Transport RT bus BONNET FLEETNUMBER
PLATE from RT 813. The original RT 813 entered
service, carrying a 'roofbox' body, at Mortlake
garage in 1948, replacing elderly LT-types, and
the last bus to carry this number was withdrawn
at New Cross garage in 1974 and scrapped
immediately. In very reasonable, ex-vehicle
condition with some scratches & blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £75 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
141

Lot
143

Pair of London Transport garage allocation
STENCIL PLATES for 'A' (Sutton) and 'AL' (Merton)
garages in good, ex-use condition. Vendor states
that he has owned these since c1945. Plus a
London
Transport
tram
&
trolleybus
driver's/conductor's CAP BADGE (Firmin version,
chrome & enamel) in excellent condition plus a
pair of UNIFORM BUTTONS, one London General,
one London Transport, in ex-use condition. [5]

London
Underground
Q-Stock
enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for High Street/Putney on
the District Line. Double-sided, reversable, with
brass ends. In good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £80

Lot
138

London Transport GIBSON TICKET MACHINE,
serial no 31331. An Alpha-Codes machine in
working order with original box and spare ticket
rolls. Prints 'London Transport' on tickets. [1]
Estimate: £300 to £350

Lot
139

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
144

Estimate: £50 to £60

A City of Westminster enamel STREET SIGN from
Broadway, SW1, famous for no 55, the traditional
headquarters of London Transport and also as the
address for 49 years until very recently of New
Scotland Yard. The 'Gothic' script of the heading
suggests a vintage of 1940s/50s. Measures 36" x
12" (91cm x 31cm). A little weathered and a few
chips, mainly at the edges, but generally in very
presentable, ex-use condition. [1]

Items relating to F H Stingemore, designer of the
pre-Beck Underground maps & erstwhile LT
employee, comprising his ILLUSTRATED LETTER (2
parts) dated Nov 1951 making reference to the
General Election result with a picture of Clement
Attlee being wheeled off as a Bonfire Night guy.
With the letter is a humorous ILLUSTRATION 'See
How They Ran' in Baghdad. Plus a 1929
GUIDEBOOK with a paper Stingemore
UNDERGROUND MAP tipped in. Items have some
wear & ageing. [3]

Estimate: £280 to £320

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
145

Lot
148

Lot
150

East Surrey Traction Company Ltd official
TIMETABLE of Bus Routes for Summer Service
1931 (first issue) dated 20/5/31. 123pp booklet.
Front cover partly detached, otherwise good. [1]

Quantity of Green Line Coaches Ltd/London
Transport Green Line Coaches TIMETABLE
LEAFLETS dated from 1930-63, mostly 1930-36.
Plus 'General' Town & Country Motor-bus Routes
LEAFLET dated April 1923 and 'Buses for
Trolleybuses' LEAFLET dated March 4, 1959. Most
are in good to very good condition, a few have
minor damage. Only very minor duplication. [42]

Pair of London Transport Tramways card
FARECHARTS, both double-sided, the first for
Kingsway Subway routes 33 & 35 dated October
1950, the second for routes 44/46 from City to
Beresford Square and route 54 from Victoria to
Grove Park printed in April 1949 although chart
dates are 1947 & 1948. Both charts are in wellused condition with signs of wear. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
146

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
149

Pair of 1912 London Traffic Branch MAPS, based
on the 1" OS, believed to have been prepared for
Parliament, one showing "Volume & Distribution
of Passenger Traffic entering London by Railway
in October 1911" and the other a "Motor
Omnibus Map" showing roads served by bus in
July 1912 on a daily basis and on Sundays &
Holidays. Maps open out to approx 30" x 26" (76
x 66cm) and are in very good, folded condition,
one with minor edge losses. Most unusual items.
[2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
147

Selection of London Transport Tramways card
FARECHARTS comprising a double-sided pair for
routes 10, 16-18 & 8-20, 22-24 dated October
1950 and for routes 52/54 and 72/74 dated dated
October 1950/July 1951 plus a single-sided
example for route 40, 66 and night service 7
undated but presumed of similar vintage to the
others. All are in well-used condition with signs of
wear. [3]
Estimate: £70 to £90

Small selection of London transport ephemera
comprising a 1932 bus stop PANEL POSTER
'Hampton Court...Go by Trolleybus' (LUT
Trolleybuses), LGOC TRAFFIC NOTICE No 1 dated
March 12, 1913, LPTB (Central Omnibus Section)
TRAFFIC CIRCULAR No 1 dated July 5, 1933, Red
Arrow LEAFLET dated 8/68 and Blue Arrow
LEAFLET dated 10/69. All in good to very good
condition. [5]

Lot
151

Set of London Underground 1973 Tube Stock
enamel STOCK-NUMBER PLATES from a 3-car unit
comprising driving motor car 151, uncoupling
non-driving motor car 303 and trailer 503. These
plates were located inside the cars above the
inter-communicating doors. In very good, ex-use
condition. [3]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
152

London Transport BUS STOP FLAG (request) of
the 1940s/50s flat type, two enamel plates in a
bronze frame. Retains one of the original fixing
rods. Flag measures 18" x 16" (46cm x 41cm) and
is in very good, ex-use condition with just a
couple of small chips and traces of the original
'fare stage' labels in the corners. [1]
Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
153

Lot
156

Lot
159

Early London Tramways items comprising LCC
Tramways POCKET MAPS dated March 1913 &
January 1916 (both in very good condition) plus
Council Tramways Reports/Accounts for Ilford,
East Ham x 2, Bexley and Leyton (all dated 1909)
and Middlesex Highways Commitee dated 1912.
Plus similar for Brighton Corporation dated 1909.
The Bexley example has a loose fragile cover, part
missing, the others are in good condition. [9]

c1960s/70s bus DESTINATION BLIND from
Premier Travel of Cambridge. The blind could
have fitted either one of the company's exLondon Transport RFs or one of their AEC
Reliances. A very long blind, complete and wellused but still very reasonable. [1]

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 712 destinated Victoria, St
Albans, Luton. This would probably have been
situated somewhere between Epsom & Clapham.
In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £350 to £450
Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot
157

Lot
160

Lot
154

1950s/60s London Transport bus stop TIMETABLE
PANEL, a glazed wooden frame of the traditional
type utilised for several decades. This is the
smaller version that takes two A4-sized
timetables or a single, deeper one. In very good,
ex-use condition, contains a 1970 London
Country panel timetable. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
155

London Underground PLATFORM BULLSEYE SIGN
from Tower Hill station on the District & Circle
Lines. Probably dates from the opening of the
current station in 1967. Measures 28" x 22"
(71cm x 56cm). A few small chips and a little
staining at the edges but generally a very good
example. [1]

Selection
of
3
different
1960s-1980s
UNDERGROUND MAP TEA-TOWELS. The first an
H C Beck version, the second Paul Garbutt and
the third unattributed. Linen/cotton and unused,
as new. Plus the hardback BOOK 'London
Transport Cap Badges' by David Lawrence,
published in 1989 and the definitive work on the
subject, long out of print. In very good, unmarked
condition. [4]

London Underground CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Harrow/Wembley Park
on the Metropolitan Line. Double-sided,
reversable, with brass ends. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
161

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
158

London Transport BELL PUNCH TICKET MACHINE
serial no 83734 complete with original backing
plate with the extra position for the LT cancelling
punch. In very good condition, machine punches
and rings. [1 + plate]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £130 to £150
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1940s London Transport ENAMEL SIGN 'Waiting
Room' with LT bullseye in early post-war style.
Likely to have been on an Underground station
platform or in a bus station. A double-sided sign
measuring 24.5" x 9.5" (62cm x 24cm) in
generally good, ex-use condition with a little
chipping & corrosion at the edges. [1]
Estimate: £280 to £330

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
162

Lot
165

Lot
168

London Tram ROUTE NUMBER STENCIL PLATE for
route 4 which ran as a circular from Wimbledon
to Embankment and back and was replaced by
bus 155B in 1951. This is the less common, wide
type of plate with small holes in the digits, known
as a 'Venner', which was fitted behind the glass in
the end upper-deck windows of certain E/1 and
HR/2 cars. In good, ex-use condition. [1]

Pair of London Transport boat-style, enamel BUS
STOP FLAGS, the first a 1970s roundel type and
the second the early 1990s version. Each
measures 18" x 16" (46cm x 41cm) and both are
in good, ex-use condition with minor blemishes
only. [2]

c1907 District Railway MAP OF LONDON, 7th
edition. The last of a series which begain in 1873.
Dated 1907 on cover but shows Franco-British
Exhibition, so may have been issued in 1908.
Linen-backed inside hard covers, the map opens
out to 42" x 27" (107cm x 69cm). Covers in
unusually good condition though some wear on
the inside spine, the map is in very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
166

Lot
163

Estimate: £100 to £150

Lot
169

Large quantity of London Transport Green Line
Coaches TIMETABLE LEAFLETS comprising 31
from the 1947-48 series, 23 from the 1948-52
series, 12 from the 1953 series and 76 from the
later 1950s/early 1960s series. Little, if any,
duplication noted and nearly all are in good to
very good conditon. [142]

Quantity of Midland Red items comprising a small
ENAMEL HEADER PLATE, c1930s-50s, a brass
VEHICLE CHOCK inscribed 'Midland Red', a 1975
framed RUNNING CARD ex Leamington garage,
driver's/conductor's SUMMER JACKET, size 46,
c1960s, a large wooden, glazed CABINET,
c1940s-50s, for coach excursions, 3 Leamington
Spa Area TIMETABLE BOOKLETS, 1936-58, 3
COACH EXCURSION GUIDEBOOKS, 1954-60 & 19
LEAFLETS, 1940s-1960s. [Quantity]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot
164

Lot
167

Large quantity of London Transport Green Line
Coaches TIMETABLE LEAFLETS comprising 80
from the 1st post-war series (1946, landscape
format), 61 from the 2nd series (1946, portrait
format) and 15 from the 3rd series (1947, green
printed). Huge variety, some duplication noted.
Nearly all are in good to very good conditon.
[156]

London Underground double-sided enamel
DESTINATION PLATE Hounslow (on a blue
background)/Acton Town (on a light grey
background. At 28.5" (72cm), a little longer than
the standard plates and we believe that this may
be a District Railway example from the early
electric stock but this is unconfirmed. Much used
and very worn. [1]

Estimate: £160 to £220

Estimate: £60 to £80

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 711 destinated Oxford Circus,
Sutton, Reigate. This would perhaps have been
situated in Ealing or Shepherd's Bush. A few
pitting marks but otherwise in good, ex-stop
condition. [1]
Estimate: £170 to £220
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Lot
170

Selection of London Underground 1962 Tube
Stock enamel STOCK-NUMBER PLATES. These
were located inside the cars above the intercommunicating doors. In varying ex-use
condition, mostly good to very good. [5]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
171

Lot
174

Lot
177

1938 London Transport MAP titled 'London
Passenger Transport Board - New Works
Programme, 1935-1940'. Single-sided, opens out
to 23" x 18" (58cm x 46cm) and shows completed
and planned Underground and trolleybus
extensions, including the proposed south London
network of tram-to-trolleybus conversions. A
most interesting map in excellent condition. [1]

London General Omnibus Co BADGES comprising
a CAP BADGE, the red version issued to crews in
the late 1920s on the General's coach services
which, in the days before Green Line, carried red
livery (some damage to the enamel, lugs are
present), a LAPEL BADGE as issued to bus drivers
& conductors (very good condition, pin & lugs
present) and a round, metal BADGE marked 'L G
O Co', original purpose unknown (used
condition). [3]

1909 London Underground STREET & RAILWAY
MAP IN SECTIONS. A 54-page booklet featuring
prominent use of the then recently-introduced
UndergrounD logo and incorporating a coloured
system map, a monochrome illustration of the
famous 'No need to ask a p'liceman' poster,
sectional street plans with the Underground lines
superimposed and a street index. A good
example in lightly-used condition, foxing to the
covers, contents very good. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
175

Lot
178

London Transport enamel BUS STOP FLAG
(compulsory). A 1950s/60s 'bullseye'-style, E9size, double-sided 'boat'-type flag (no runners)
with original fixing rods. Flag measures 18" x 31"
(46cm x 79cm) and is in generally good, ex-use
condition with some small chips and blemishes.
[1]

Selection of 4 x bus conductors' wooden TICKET
RACKS of different capacities, 3 with packs of
unused tickets from various (non-London)
operators, 3 x BUDGET KEYS, a Bell Punch ticket
machine BACKPLATE with strap with 2 x TICKET
CANCELLERS attached, a 'DD' (West Midlands)
bus conductor's PSV BADGE and a London
Transport senior bus instructor's CAP BADGE
(scratched & worn). [12 items]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
172

London Underground enamel PLATFORM FRIEZE
PANEL from the Bakerloo platforms at Waterloo
station. Dates from the 1980s/90s and measures
61" x 10" (155cm x 25cm). Two small chips at the
top edge and minor ones at the screw-holes but
generally a good example. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
173

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
176

Quantity of London Transport/London Country
1960s/70s PANEL POSTERS including 22 x window
slip posters for RT/RF/RM buses and interior
posters for RT/RF/RM/SMS buses, one a 'Please
help the Conductor' by Galbraith. A few have
storage nicks and scuffs but most are in very good
condition. [31]

London General Country Services TIMETABLE of
Omnibus & Coach Services for Southern Division,
Winter 1932-33, dated 5-10-32. 190pp booklet
with centre-fold map. In very good condition
other than corroded staples. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £70 to £80
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Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
179

Lot
182

Lot
184

A City of London STREET SIGN from Coleman
Street, EC2 which runs from Gresham Street to
London Wall in the heart of London's financial
district ('the City') and is named after one of the
25 Wards of the City. An opal glass sign in its
original aluminium frame, measuring 30" x 12"
(76cm x 30cm), we estimate it to date from the
1950s or perhaps a little earlier. In very good, exuse condition. [1]

1874 District Railway MAP of London. This is the
2nd edition of the first-ever map of the London
Underground, the 1st edition was the previous
year. A paper map inside cloth covers, opens out
to 36.5" x 25" (93cm x 64cm). Shows the DR in
red, including its running rights over the
Metropolitan Railway, and other railways in black.
The map is in good condition (appears to have
been backed with another layer of paper), the
covers are very worn. A scarce survivor. [1]

Set of 3 x 1938 London Underground CHARTS
'Initial Train Services, Distances and Running
Times on Extension Lines - Metropolitan &
Bakerloo, Northern, Central'. Each fold-out chart
has a coloured line diagram on one side, showing
trains per hour, and a distance chart on the other.
Subsequently abandoned extensions, eg Bushey
Heath, included. Contained in their original
envelope dated May 1938. In very good
condition. A most unusual item. [3 + envelope]

Estimate: £350 to £450

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
183

Lot
185

1936 LPTB REPORT on 'Maximum Capacity of
Train Services - New York & London'. A foolscap
binder prepared following a visit to NY by senior
LT officials to investigate train capacities in
relation to the necessity to improve services on
the Bakerloo, Central & Northern lines. 51pp +
photos & diagrams of proposals for relief &
express lines in London. A fascinating document,
not seen before. In very good condition. [1]

1949 REPORT from the British Transport
Commission London Plan Working Party re future
railway development in the London region. 35pp
report with a pocket of fold-out maps showing
proposed new Underground and rail lines. Many
very ambitious projects shown of which only the
Victoria Line eventually came about but
fascinating to compare with current Crossrail
developments. Booklet a little worn, maps are
very good. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £350

Lot
180

London Transport enamel bus stop E-PLATES, the
first for Mole Valley Transport Services, an
independent operator which took over a number
of services in the 1970s in the Leatherhead,
Cobham, Oxshott and Esher areas which had
been abandoned by LT & London Country and the
second for route 40 Sat-Sun with stickers for
route 403 on the reverse. In very good, ex-stop
condition. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £50 to £60
Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot
181

London
Underground
38-Stock
enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Archway/Colindale on
the Northern Line. Double-sided, reversable, with
brass ends. In good, ex-use condition. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
186

Lot
189

Lot
192

London Underground items comprising an AIR
GAUGE, brass-framed, believed to be ex 38 Tube
Stock, a small ENAMEL SIGN 'Signal Dept S 521', a
BRASS PLATE 'British Thompson-Houston, Master
Controller', believed to be ex 59/62/A-Stock and
various small plates ex rolling stock. Items in
good/very good, ex-use condition. [7]

1909 London Underground POCKET MAP 'What
to See and How to See it, The Excursionists' Guide
with Map'. This is the map with numbers
referring to points of interest listed on the
reverse. Note that this is a genuine pocket-map,
folded accordingly, NOT one of the ex-guidebook
examples. In excellent condition, crisp and firm
with barely a blemish. [1]

London Underground small ENAMEL SIGN with
track diagram Old Street to Euston (City) NB
believed to be from a current isolator switch
cabinet. Features Tube Lines logo so likely to date
from the early 2000s. Measures 13" x 10" (33cm x
25cm). A most unusual and interesting item, one
of 3 in this sale. In very good, ex-use condition.
[1]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
190

Lot
193

1930s CIGARETTE CASE with engraved London
Underground map including pre-WW2 bullseye
logo. Undated but map shows Underground
service on the West London line which ceased
during WW2. Manufactured by Tallent in goldcoloured metal with two spring-loaded cigarette
compartments. Lightly used, covers a little
tarnished. [1]

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
routes 200, 201, 210. Although in black, rather
then green, lettering and with no operator name,
this plate was in respect of Maidstone & District
services and would have been located, we think,
in Tonbridge. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]

London Underground small ENAMEL SIGN with
track diagram Chiswick Park to Ravenscourt Park
EB fast, believed to be from a current isolator
switch cabinet. Features Tube Lines logo so likely
to date from the early 2000s. Measures 13" x 10"
(33cm x 25cm). A most unusual and interesting
item, one of 3 in this sale. In very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot
187

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
188

Lot
191

Selection of Glasgow Corporation Transport
TRAM DESTINATION BLINDS, all different. These
are the narrower type used on the later cars, eg
Coronation class. All are complete and in wellused but generally good condition. [4]

London Transport enamel BUS GARAGE SIGN 'No
unauthorised person.....Children under 16....' etc
with the LT bullseye, one of the once well-known
signs fixed in the 1950s/60s to all LT bus garages
to deter entry by bus-spotters (did they work?!).
Measures 24" x 18" (61cm x 46cm) and in
generally good, ex-use condition, the bullseye is
rather weathered. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £100 to £150
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Lot
194

London Underground Standard/38 Tube Stock
enamel DESTINATION PLATE 'Northern Line' in
black on a white background. Blank reverse with
brass ends. In ex-use condition with small enamel
losses at the edges. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
195

Lot
198

Lot
201

London Underground enamel 'bullseye' STOCKNUMBER PLATE from 1938 tube stock driving
motor car 11118. These plates were fitting inside
the cars above the inter-connecting doors. In very
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Very large quantity of London Transport bus
PANEL TIMETABLES from the 1970s/80s/90s.
Completely unsorted, a huge variety of routes,
some duplication noted. All unused. [1,000+]

c1910 Great Northern & City Railway HEADER
POSTER. The GNR was the full-size tube railway
from Finsbury Park to Moorgate, opened in 1904
and taken over by the Metropolitan Railway in
1913. Poster measures 30" x 6" (76cm x 15cm)
and is in very good condition apart from two
small nicks at the upper edge. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
196

London Underground small ENAMEL SIGN with
track diagram Northfields to Acton Town EB fast,
believed to be from a current isolator switch
cabinet. Features Tube Lines logo so likely to date
from the early 2000s. Measures 13" x 10" (33cm x
25cm). A most unusual and interesting item, one
of 3 in this sale. In very good, ex-use condition.
[1]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
197

Lot
199

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
202

c1928/9 London Underground linen-card POCKET
MAP from the Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is the first of the larger, second
series and is the edition with yellow cover,
produced before any of the line extensions were
projected. Light storage marks but generally an
excellent copy. [1]
Estimate: £130 to £150

Lot
200

1946 London Transport double-royal POSTER
'Green Line Coaches' by W G Wiseman with
illustrations of various towns & attractions. The
poster was designed to allow for over-printing
with details of the post-WW2 resumption of
coach services as they were re-introduced in
stages during that year. This is a copy without the
over-printing that has been signed by the artist
with a dedication, backed and framed in
wood/acrylic. In very good condition. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
203

London Transport enamel BUS STOP FLAG split
between Bus and Red Arrow services. An E3-size,
'boat'-style flag as used from the late-1960s to
the early-1970s. In ex-use condition, no runners,
with some corrosion stains, mainly at the top
edge. Measures 18" x 21" (46cm x 53cm). [1]

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 152A Special Journeys Only. This route only
ran from Sept 1980 to Oct 1981, replacing part of
the 152 and providing rush hour journeys to
Hampton Court and schoolday journeys to
Hampton Grammar School. The plate is likely to
be from the short section for the school journeys.
In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

1986 London Underground double-royal POSTER
"The Removal Men are in" featuring a 'Bristow'
cartoon by Frank Dickens (b1932) plus 2 x 1980s
Underground internal POSTERS regarding safety
during the construction of the Terminal 4 loop of
the Piccadilly Line at Heathrow. All in good
condition, just minor creases and blemishes. [3]
Estimate: £40 to £50

Transport Auctions of London - 28th October 2017

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
204

Lot
207

Lot
209

1959 British Railways (North-Eastern Region)
quad-royal POSTER 'Pictorial Map of Yorkshire' by
E H Spencer. Vibrant colours, shows towns with
their crests, National Parks, Ridings, railway lines
etc. Has been previously folded with some short
fold-partings, scuffed edges but still a very
reasonable copy. [1]

1951 quad-royal POSTER MAP 'London &
Suburbs, Main Line Railways and connecting
Railways of the London Transport Executive'.
Issued by the British Transport Commission, a
very detailed and interesting map with many
now-closed lines and stations, also showing
county borders and golf courses. Has been folded
and has short edge-tears, a small edge-loss at the
top and general light wear but still displays well
overall. [1]

Pair of black-lined 1965 London Transport double
royal POSTERS regarding the death of Sir Winston
Churchill in January, the first in connection with
the Lying in State and the second in respect of the
State Funeral. Folded with some wear, a small
edge-loss to the latter. [2]

Estimate: £170 to £200

Lot
205

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
210

Lot
208

1951 London Transport quad royal POSTER
'Central London' showing Underground, bus,
tram, trolleybus & Green Line coach routes plus
the various Festival of Britain locations. Comes
rolled in its original packaging addressed to R M
Robbins, the author & LT employee. Some damp
stains towards the lower edge and general scuffs
and nicks to the edges. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
206

c1931/32 London Underground quad-royal
POSTER MAP 'Underground Map of London'.
Drawn by G W Bacon & Co Ltd. Undated but a
box at the top edge refers to the Southgate
extension of the Piccadilly Railway as under
construction. Folded, well used & rather worn
with repairs to several of the folds and small
annotations - a circle around Paddington Stn and
a comment re funfair at bottom edge but still
presents well. [1]
Estimate: £90 to £110

1937 Post Office (GPO) quad-royal POSTER
'Motor Transport Depôt' by Lili Rethi (1894-1971)
showing work being undertaken on a lorry's front
axle with other Post Office lorries in the
background inside the cavernous depôt. A
dramatic & stark image, glorifying work in an
almost Soviet style. Linen-backed & in superb
condition. [1]
Estimate: £900 to £1100
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London Transport double-royal POSTERS
comprising 1965 "Little Venice" by John Finnie
(b1935) who designed posters for LT from
1962-75 and 1970 "Centenaries" by Peter
Roberson (1907-89) who designed posters for LT
from 1948-78. Posters have been folded and have
a few blemishes - stains, nicks, creases - but are
very reasonable overall. [2]
Estimate: £50 to £60

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
211

Lot
213

Lot
215

Original 1930s POSTER ARTWORK 'The Barons
Cave, Reigate...by Green Line Coach J' signed
Tatton Winter, believed to be Cecil Tatton Winter
(1895-1954), son of William Tatton Winter.
Presumably done in an attempt to secure work
from London Transport but there is no trace of a
subsequent commission. Watercolour on thin
card, measures 21" x 30" (53cm x 75cm). Some
creases, edge-scuffs and general ageing but very
reasonable overall. [1]

1930s POSTER for Majestic Express coach service
from London to Manchester, 'Pioneers of
Manchester and London Service'. This small
operator passed to North-Western in 1932 but
remained a trading name until the 1950s.
Undated but style suggests early 1930s. Features
illustration of one of the company's coaches. No
artist's name but produced by 'London Studios'.
See also next lot. Measures 10" x 15" (26cm x
38cm) and in good condition, just a few signs of
age. [1]

1930 London Midland & Scottish Railway PANEL
(OR FOOTER) POSTER 'London' by Pieter Irwin
Brown (1903-1988) who designed posters for the
railway companies and LCC Tramways. Features
marching soldiers and is dated and signed by the
artist. Measures 25" x 13.5" (63cm x 34cm), linenbacked and in superb condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
212

1946 London Transport quad-royal POSTER MAP
'Underground Map of Central London'. Shows the
lines, in colour, superimposed on a street map
plus various indices of places of interest &
entertainment around the edges. Carries a small
sticker stating that the Central Line extension to
Stratford is now open. Linen-backed, some
reference numbers stamped at the top r/h
corner, otherwise in superb condition. [1]
Estimate: £350 to £450

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot
216

Lot
214

1930s POSTER for South Wales Express coach
service from London to Swansea/Llanelly. This
operator was acquired by Black & White and Red
& White in 1933. Undated but style suggests early
1930s. Features illustration of one of the
company's coaches. No artist's name but
produced by 'Hellier-Denselow Studio' in almost
identical style to the previous lot. Measures 10" x
15" (26cm x 38cm) and in good condition, just the
odd small scuff and stain at the edges. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80
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Quantity (32) of London Transport 1970s
Routemaster & RT bus SLIPBOARD POSTERS
bearing a large variety of destinations including
landmarks, art galleries, events, football & cricket
grounds etc. A few are duplicated. Posters are
unused, a few have minor storage wear. Measure
25" x 7.5" (64cm x 19cm) or 25" x 3.5" (64cm x
9cm). [32]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
217

Lot
219

Lot
221

1929 Southend-on-Sea Transport (Corporation
Light Railways & Transport Dept) POSTER 'Tours
by Tram - No 2. Visit the Quaint Old Town at
Leigh. Cars leave Warrior Square every 2
minutes'. Features an attractive illustration of
Leigh by E V Colyer. Measures 14.5" x 20" (37cm x
51cm), has been folded and has a few foxing
spots, edge-scuffs and small punch-hole at top
left. A highly unusual item and amazing survivor.
[1]

Quantity of London Underground paper STATION
NAME POSTERS as used for temporary signs etc.
These would be pasted on the bar of the platform
bullseye or roundel sign. Estimated date
1960s/70s. Considerable duplication, includes
Arsenal and Highbury. Mostly in very good,
unused condition. [31]

1938 Southern Railway quad-royal POSTER
'London Town' by Kerry Lee (1902-1988). The
original version of this iconic pictorial map of
London with a vast amount of detail, humerous
illustrations etc and which also depicts the
procession for the State Opening of Parliament at
the foot and the crests of Britain's world-wide
dominions at the other edges. Linen-backed, faint
trace of original folds, one tiny loss before
conservation but generally in excellent condition..
[1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
220

Lot
218

Selection of London Transport double-royal
POSTERS comprising 1969 'London Museums' by
Carol Barker (b1938), 1970 'Country Walks European Conservation Year' by Janet Archer
(b1942), 1971 'Grinling Gibbons' by Barbara
Pollock, 1972 'Osterley Park' by Richard Beer
(b1928) and 1972 'Richmond' by Graham Clarke
(b1941). In generally good condition, some edge
scuffs, filing holes near top. [5]

Estimate: £900 to £1100

Lot
222

1924 Southern Railway double-royal POSTER
'London', produced in the company's formation
year and featuring a painting of London on a
summer's afternoon from Westminster Bridge to
St Paul's by an unknown artist. Great detail
inluding LCC trams and LGOC buses on
Westminster Bridge. Linen-backed and in superb
condition. [1]
Estimate: £900 to £1100

c1906 Great Western Railway quad royal POSTER
MAP of London tube lines showing the GWR
route from Reading into Paddington and
highlighting the Central London, Great Northern
& City and City & South London tube lines, the
latter's extension to King's Cross & Euston under
construction. An amazing survivor, not seen
before. Fragile at the folds, small losses, needs
conservation. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140
Estimate: £800 to £1000
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
223

Lot
225

Lot
227

1944 London Transport double-royal POSTER 'The
Temple Church & Library after bombardment' by
Walter E Spradbery (1889-1969) from the 'Proud
City' series, designed to boost morale by showing
that London could survive the attrition of WW2.
Note the symbolic rainbow over the damaged
buildings. Some light creases and edge-fraying
but generally a very good example. [1]

1944 London Transport double-royal POSTER 'A
new view of The Tower of London across Water
Lane' by Walter E Spradbery (1889-1969) from
the 'Proud City' series, designed to boost morale
by showing that London could survive the
attrition of WW2. Shows the Tower in the
background, sunlit under a showery sky with a
flowering bomb-site in the foreground. Linen
backed, very minor edge-fraying before backing,
generally a superb example. [1]

Selection of 1930s & 1960s London Transport
PANEL POSTERS, as fitted to the glass vestibules
in Underground cars, comprising 'Royal
Tournament', 'Scottish Art Exhibition' (artists
unknown) and 'Fourth Centenary of the Bible' by
Lynton Lamb (all from 1938) plus 2 copies of 'Lord
Mayor's Show' by Peter Roberson from 1966. Size
12" x 10" (31cm x 26cm). Small nicks, scuffs,
creases but generally very good. [5]

Estimate: £340 to £380

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £350 to £400

Lot
224

1944 London Transport double-royal POSTER 'A
new view of St Paul's from Bread Street' by
Walter E Spradbery (1889-1969) from the 'Proud
City' series, designed to boost morale by showing
that London could survive the attrition of WW2.
Shows St Paul's standing proud amidst the rubble
from the bombing, with an aircraft trail in the
blue sky. Linen backed, very minor edge-fraying
before backing, generally a superb example. [1]

Lot
226

Selection of c1990s London Transport PANEL
POSTERS for the interior of Routemaster etc
buses comprising 9 in the 'Poems on the
Underground' series (2 are duplicated) plus
sundry others eg fare evasion, bombs, suspect
packages. Size: 24" x 11" (61cm x 28cm). Unused,
a few blemishes but generally very good. [14]

Lot
228

Selection of 1930s London Transport PANEL
POSTERS, as fitted to the glass vestibules in
Underground cars, comprising 3 different 1937
'Timetable' examples by 'Zero' (Hans Schleger,
1898-1976), with the classic 'sun & moon' design,
plus 2 versions of the 1938 'Press button to open
doors' issues. Size 12" x 10" (31cm x 26cm). Each
has been folded once vertically plus some scuffs,
nicks, small creases but generally good. The last
has storage stains. [5]

Estimate: £40 to £50
Estimate: £350 to £400

Estimate: £70 to £80

Lot
229

Selection of 1960s London Transport RT/RF
WINDOW SLIP POSTERS etc advising route
changes, withdrawal of Green Line services etc.
All different and generally in very good, unused
condition. [20]
Estimate: £60 to £80
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
230

Lot
232

Lot
235

Quantity of 1930s London Transport tram &
trolleybus TRACK & OVERHEAD CHARTS for
locations and junctions all over London, showing
single/double
conduit
and
single/double
overhead with distances in miles. Local authority
boundaries, rivers etc also shown. Some have
1920s dates when first drawn so would date back
to the LCC era and some show conversion tram to
trolleybus. In good/very good condition. Highly
unusual. [28]

Set of London Underground 1973 Tube Stock
enamel STOCK-NUMBER PLATES from a 3-car unit
comprising driving motor car 217, uncoupling
non-driving motor car 417 and trailer 617. These
plates were located inside the cars above the
inter-communicating doors. In very good, ex-use
condition. [3]

Underground/London
Transport
ephemera
comprising c1904 Central London Railway
POSTCARD 'Tunnel Whitewashing Train' with line
diagram (postally unused), c1914 BOOKLET
'Tramway Trips & Rambles' with fold-out ROUTE
MAP & GUIDE (a little aged, corroded staples)
and London Transport FOLD-OUT CARD 'How to
Reach your Goal' with London Football League
club fixtures for 1933-34 season and travel details
(in excellent condition). [3]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
233

Lot
231

1950s London Transport directional ENAMEL
SIGN 'UndergrounD' with a double-flighted arrow
piercing the bullseye. These signs were usually
situated on the street, attached to a lamp-post or
similar. A single-sided, fully-flanged sign
measuring 25" x 10.5" (64cm x 27cm). Generally
in very good, ex-use condition with a small dent
at the top edge and two patches of restoration on
the face. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
236

1962 (November) London Underground quadroyal POSTER MAP designed by Harold Hutchison.
Shows the Victoria Line under construction from
Victoria to Walthamstow with an annotation
panel to that effect. In very good condition, no
folds, minor edge nicks & scuffs, some light
creases. [1]
Estimate: £400 to £500

Lot
234

Estimate: £350 to £400

A boxed set of London Underground RULE BOOKS
containing all 10 books plus contents and briefing
booklets. Undated but relatively recent, condition
excellent. Plus a quantity (17) of London
Transport Railways/London Underground internal
TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES & LEAFLETS dated
between 1978 & 2001, all in very good condition.
[boxed set + 17]

London
Underground 1950s/60s enamel
PLATFORM FRIEZE PLATE from the Central Line
with the line name on the bar of a traditional
London Transport bullseye. Measures 25.5" x 9"
(65cm x 23cm). A few chips at the screw-holes
but generally a very good example. [1]
Estimate: £90 to £100

Lot
237

1950s/60s London Transport enamel BUS STOP
SIGN ' Salfords' from a 'Keston' wooden bus
shelter at this location in Surrey, north of Gatwick
Airport, which was served by the 405 group, 440
& 482 bus routes. A flanged, single-sided sign
measuring 18" (46cm) square and in excellent
condition with barely a blemish. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60
Estimate: £220 to £260
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
238

Lot
241

Lot
243

A City of London STREET SIGN from Lombard
Court, EC2, a small street between Gracechurch
Street and Clements Lane in the heart of London's
financial district ('the City'). An opal glass sign in
its original aluminium frame, measuring 27" x 15"
(69cm x 38cm), we estimate it to date from the
1950s or perhaps a little earlier. In very good, exuse condition. [1]

The "District [Railway] MAP of Greater London &
Environs', first edition, dated 1902. From the
series which ran from 1902 to c1908. A largescale, fold-out map, paper on linen inside hard
covers, it opens out to 42" x 26" (107cm x 66cm).
The map is in very good condition, the covers a
little worn. [1]

1920s/30s enamel on brass VEHICLE BADGE for
Dennis Bros Ltd, Guildford incorporating the
Royal Warrant. Would have been fitted to a bus,
fire engine or refuse lorry etc. Measures 3.75" x
4.25" (9.5cm x 10.5cm) and is in very good, exuse condition with a little surface abrasion. Badge
is accompanied by a 1984 letter from Hestair
Dennis Ltd confirming that the badges were fitted
to their vehicles from 1928 until WW2. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110
Estimate: £300 to £350

Lot
239

London Underground Standard Tube Stock
enamel
DESTINATION
PLATE
for
East
Barnet/Hounslow on the Piccadilly Line. The first
destination was never used as the station was renamed Enfield West by the time it opened in
1933 and is today called Oakwood. Double-sided,
reversable, with brass ends. In well used
condition with some enamel losses on both sides.
[1]

Lot
242

Estimate: £150 to £250

Lot
244

c1908 Central London Tube Railway POSTCARD
with fold-out, illustrated DIAGRAM. Features a
picture of a train leaving a station and a post-box
inscribed 'Quickest way to Exhibition by Tube'
and which has a fold-out strip which shows a
diagram of the line and a picture of the locality at
each station. Postally unused and in very good
condition. A most unusual item not seen by us
before. [1]

Collection of London Transport Underground CAP
BADGES comprising 1962 hallmarked silver badge
for a Station Foreman/Inspector, serial no 1076
(slight damage to enamel in one spot), 1977
'gold' badge for a Station Manager (excellent) and
1987 cloth bullion badge for a Traffic
Manager/Area Manager (excellent). [3]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £160 to £180

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot
240

Lot
245

Small selection of London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATES comprising 182 Mon.-Fri. Peak
Hours & Saturday, 245 and 245A Sunday with red
lettering. All are in very good, ex-stop condition.
[3]

London General Country Services TIMETABLE of
Omnibus & Coach Services for Northern Division,
Winter 1932-33. 112pp booklet with centre-fold
map. In very good condition other than corroded
staple. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £70 to £80
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
246

Lot
249

Lot
252

1950s/60s London Transport enamel BUS STOP
FLAG, the traditional bullseye version, measuring
18" x 16" (46cm x 41cm). A 'boat'-style flag in
very good, ex-use condition with minor blemishes
only. [1]

1939 London Underground diagrammatic, card
POCKET MAP designed by Hans Schleger (aka
'Zero') who produced a short series from 1938-41
before responsibility was handed back to Beck.
This is issue No 1, 1939 and is a superb example
in excellent condition, near-mint, just a very slight
trace of adhesive on the spine where it was once
tipped into a guidebook. Tiny spots on the cover
appear to be from the original printing process.
[1]

1933 London Transport Commercial Advertising
BOOKLET with the short-lived LPTB logo on the
cover, contains photos of the advertising
positions on stations, buses, trams & trolleybuses
plus rates (a few damp stains in places inside,
otherwise very good), plus a 1948 advertIsing
RATE CARD for trams (excellent condition) plus
the 1935 illustrated BOOK 'London Transport - a
Record & Survey' in very good condition. [3]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
250

Lot
253

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 711 destinated Sutton, Oxford
Circus, High Wycombe. This would have been
situated on the southernmost section of the
route, quite possibly in Reigate. Slightly
weathered from a long period in situ but
generally in good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Officially bound volume of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS (Country Buses & Coaches)
for the year 1935, Volume 2, 53-105. In very good
condition other than wear to the spine. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
247

1950s/60s London Transport small ENAMEL
BULLSEYE PLATE 'London Transport' as fitted to
the sides of bus shelters. This is the Central Area
version with a red circle. Measures 11" x 8"
(28cm x 20cm) and is in excellent, unmarked
condition, probably unused, ex-stores. These
plates are very rarely seen at auction. [1]
Estimate: £270 to £320

Lot
248

Estimate: £350 to £450

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot
254

Lot
251

1950s/60s London Transport small ENAMEL
BULLSEYE PLATE 'London Transport' as fitted to
the sides of bus shelters. This is the Country Area
version with a green circle. Measures 11" x 8"
(28cm x 20cm) and is in excellent, unmarked
condition, probably unused, ex-stores. These
plates are very rarely seen at auction. [1]
Estimate: £270 to £320

London Underground enamel 'bullseye' STOCKNUMBER PLATE from 1938 tube stock driving
motor car 11177. These plates were fitting inside
the cars above the inter-connecting doors. In very
good, ex-use condition. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100
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Officially bound volume of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS (Central Road Services) for
the year 1956, Volume 37, 1-26. In very good
condition (small loss at corner of first, blank
page). A scarce item. [1]
Estimate: £70 to £90

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
255

Lot
258

Lot
261

Officially bound volume of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS (Central Road Services) for
the year 1958, Volume 39, 1-26. In very good
condition. A scarce item. [1]

London
Underground
38-Stock
enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Bushey Heath/Finchley
Cen on the Northern Line. Double-sided,
reversable, with brass ends. In very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Selection of London Transport quad-royal POSTER
MAPS comprising Central Bus & Trolleybus
Routes dated March 1962 (very good condition),
Central Bus Routes, North-West Area dated
March 1965 (light wear, pinholes at edges) and
Visitor's London (Underground & Bus routes)
dated Feb 1966 (light wear, pinholes at edges). All
are folded. [3]

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
256

Lot
259

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
262

Officially bound volume of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS (Central Road Services) for
the year 1959, Volume 40, 1-27. In very good
condition, light wear to spine. A scarce item. [1]
Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot
257

1964 London Underground POSTER MAP
designed by Paul Garbutt. Measuring 20" x 15"
(51cm x 38cm), this was produced officially by LT,
presumably to hang in offices etc, and is
professionally made on thick card with a
laminated finish and wall hanger. In superb
condition, barely a mark. A most unusual item.
[1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
260

Pair of Southdown Motor Services DESTINATION
BOARDS as fitted to the front of coaches in the
1950s/60s (and possibly earlier too). Doublesided wooden boards, one reads Petersfield &
Stoner Hill/Worthing and the other Billingshurst
Circular/Worthing. In good, well-used condition.
[2]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
263

Officially bound volume of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS (Trams & Trolleybuses) for
the year 1938, nos 70-96. In very good condition.
A scarce item. [1]
Estimate: £70 to £90

1950s/60s London Transport enamel COACH
STOP FLAG, the less-common 'request' version. A
'boat'-style flag, measuring 18" x 16" (46cm x
41cm). Needs a good clean but, subject to that, is
an excellent example in very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

1956 quad-royal POSTER MAP 'London &
Suburbs, Main Line Railways and connecting
Railways of London Transport'. Issued by the
British Transport Commission, a very detailed,
colourful and interesting map with many nowclosed lines and stations, also showing county
borders, parks & woods, golf courses rivers etc.
Small edge nicks, scuffs & creases but generally a
very good example. Previously folded. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
264

Lot
267

Lot
270

1915 Underground Group BOOKLET 'An Alphabet
of T.O.T' with colour illustrations by Charles Pears
(1873-1958). Depicts many aspects of the
Underground and Buses with an illustrated page
for each letter of the alphabet. Produced as a
fundraising venture in support of the families of
staff serving the forces in WW1. Recently
reproduced
as
part
of
the
WW1
commemorations, this is a rarely-seen original
copy in very good condition, a little wear to the
cover. [1]

1950s London Underground ENAMEL SIGN 'Way
Out' from the exit at Amersham Station, terminus
of the Metropolitan Line, giving the alternative
directions and featuring a pair of double-flighted
'bullseye' arrows. A fully-flanged sign measuring
48" x 20" (122cm x 51cm) in very good, ex-use
condition with just a couple of small blemishes.
[1]

Complete, consecutive run of London Transport
MAGAZINES from the first issue, April 1947, to
the December 1948 issue. In good to very good
condition apart from the ususal corroded staples.
[21 issues]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £350 to £400

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
271

Lot
268

Lot
265

Large
quantity
of
1920s/30s
London
Underground fold-out LEAFLETS comprising line
timetables, cheap fares, excursions, season
tickets etc. Dated 1924-1939. No obvious
duplication. In good to very good condition. [67]

London Underground enamel DESTINATION
PLATE Charing Cross/Parsons Green on the
District Line. Double-sided, reversable, with steel
ends. The plate is the longer variant used in the
exterior position on the car-ends of the G (later
Q23) Stock. The ends carry the initials of the
destinations, presumably to identify them in the
storage rack. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
266

Lot
269

London Underground POCKET MAPS from 1911
and 1912 respectively. Both open out to 10.5" x
8" (27cm x 20cm) and are ex-guidebook copies,
folded accordingly. The latter is single-sided only.
Lightly used, each has a short fold-tear but both
are generally in good condition. [2]

Complete, consecutive run of London Transport
MAGAZINES for the years 1949-1954, six yearsets. In good to very good condition apart from
the usual corroded staples. [71 issues]
Estimate: £120 to £140

Estimate: £120 to £140

Transport Auctions of London - 28th October 2017

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 709 lettered Weekday, Oxford
Circus, Chesham. This dates from the short period
Nov 1964 - Nov 1965 when the service did not
run north of Baker St on Sundays, after that time
it no longer ran to Chesham at all. A little damage
from the runner at the r/h edge, otherwise in
very good condition. [1]
Estimate: £270 to £320

Lot
272

Large quantity of 1950s London Transport
trolleybus paper TIME CARDS for a considerable
variety of routes plus a quantity of non-routespecific examples. All are well duplicated. In
excellent, unused condition. [c250]
Estimate: £120 to £150

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
273

Lot
276

Lot
279

1918 Royal Arsenal Railways linen-card, fold-out
pocket TIMETABLE entitled 'Special Timetable for
Passenger Service'. This private railway operated
within the bounds of the arsenal at Woolwich and
was connected to the main line at Plumstead. We
speculate that it may have been opened to
visitors at the end of WW1. Stops include 'Danger
Buildings Office', 'Small Arm Range' etc. Owner's
name on cover, otherwise excellent. A most
unusual item. [1]

London
Underground 1950s/60s enamel
PLATFORM FRIEZE PANEL from Russell Square
station on the Piccadilly Line. Measures 59" x 9"
(150cm x 23cm) and is in excellent condition, a
superb example with just minor blemishes. [1]

London bus timetable noticeboard enamel
HEADER PLATE 'London Transport' manufactured
in 1930s style with the lettering under/overlined
with diamond cut-outs. Length 40" (102cm). In
excellent condition, a little restoration around the
centre screw-holes. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £200
Estimate: £100 to £140

Lot
277

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
280

Lot
274

1921 East Surrey Traction Co Ltd TIMETABLE &
MAP of the Motor-Bus Services, the October
1921 issue. 22pp booklet in very good, unmarked
condition. [1]
A City of Westminster enamel STREET SIGN from
Gt. Peter Street, SW1, a long thoroughfare which
leads off Millbank. The 'Gothic' script of the
heading suggests a vintage of c1950s. Measures
30" x 15" (76cm x 38cm), and is in very good, exuse condition. [1]

London
Underground
Q/CO/CP-Stock
DESTINATION PLATE for Inner Circle/Sth Ken on
the District/Circle Lines. Double-sided, reversable,
with brass ends. In good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
278

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
281

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot
275

London Transport bus stop enamel G-PLATE
'Buses via Barnes High Street only'. A G6-size
plate, equivalent to the space of 6 E-plates. A
small repair at the top edge but otherwise in very
good, ex-stop condition. [1]
Estimate: £120 to £140
London Underground enamel PLATFORM
ROUNDEL SIGN from Russell Square station on
the Piccadilly Line. Approx 1980s/90s vintage.
Measures 25" (63cm) square and is in excellent,
ex-use condition. [1]

1913 London Underground MAP 'What to See
and How to See it'. Print-code 3-5-13, an unusual
edition printed for Dean & Dawson Ltd, Travel
Organisers, and produced to be included,
presumably, in their brochure or similar as it is
folded with a small cut-out at the edge so as to
open out from a booklet. Opens out to 14" x 11"
(36cm x 28cm). In good, lightly-used condition
with a very small loss at the bottom edge. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £120

Estimate: £90 to £110
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
282

Lot
285

Lot
288

Complete run of London Tramways (Underground
Group) POCKET MAPS from the c1914 issue to
the 1932 issue inclusive. This is the full set of
maps issued under Underground Group auspices.
In good to very good condition. [19]

London Transport BUS STOP FLAG (compulsory),
thought to have been an experimental version
using an alternative material to the usual enamel.
Made of a very heavy-duty, thick plastic material,
double-sided and measuring 18" x 15.5" (45cm x
39cm). Probably a mock-up produced for
inspection, as the lettering is Gill Sans, probably
the closest to Johnston available to the
manufacturer. Bullseye design so likely to be
1960s. In good condition. [1]

Pair of WW2 London Transport OFFICIALS'
TIMETABLES of Trams and Trolleybuses, the
issues dated April 21, 1943 and October 20, 1943.
The former has detached, worn covers, the latter
is in very good, lightly-used condition with a small
loss to the front cover where an official's name
has been removed. [2]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot
283

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
289

Lot
286

Officially bound copy of the FIRST ANNUAL
REPORT & ACCOUNTS of the London Passenger
Transport Board for the year ended 30 June 1934.
Illustrated, hard covers with gold-leaf titling and
'griffin' motif. Retains the pull-out maps,
exclusive to this publication, of the Underground,
Buses, Green Line Coaches and Trams. An
unsuual version. In very good condition. [1]

London Underground enamel 'bullseye' STOCKNUMBER PLATE from R38 sub-surface (District
Line) stock driving motor car 22638 (ex Q38
trailer). These plates were fitting inside the cars
above the inter-connecting doors. In good, ex-use
condition, a little damage to the enamel. [1]

1950s/60s London Transport ENAMEL SIGN
'Buses Only - No Entry for other Vehicles' with a
traditional bullseye logo at the foot. These signs
were situated at LT bus stations in both the
Central and Country Areas. A single-sided sign
measuring 17.5" x 31" (44cm x 78cm) and in very
good, ex-use condition. [1]
Estimate: £240 to £280

Estimate: £50 to £60
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
284

1940s/50s London Transport bus stop timetable
panel enamel HEADER PLATE of the early postWW2 style. Measures 8" x 3" (21cm x 8cm) and in
very good, ex-use condition with minor edgechipping. Plus a 1940s/50s RT/RTL bus
BODYBUILDER'S PLATE for Park Royal Vehicles Ltd
in well-used condition. [2]
Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
287

c1909 Central London Railway MAP 'The Direct
Line - For Business, Shopping & Pleasure'.
Although issued independently by the CLR with all
their own information on the reverse, including
their own map, the main map is the standard,
green-bordered London Electric Railways issue of
the time. In used condition with some wear but
still a reasonable copy. [1]
Estimate: £150 to £200
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Lot
290

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 704 destinated London Airport,
Slough, Windsor. Note the original name for
Heathrow Airport. We think this would have been
situated in Hammersmith. In very good, ex-stop
condition. [1]
Estimate: £250 to £300

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
291

Lot
293

Lot
295

c1892 District Railway MAP OF LONDON, 5th
edition. This edition shows, dotted in blue, the
Regent's Canal, City & Docks Railway and the City
Lines to Barbican. The map comes in a highquality, glazed walnut frame and the original
cover has been pasted on the reverse. The map
has some wear and small damp marks incurred
before framing, the frame is in very good
condition. Measures 48" x 33" (122cm x 83cm).
[1]

Various London Underground 1980s/90s DESIGN
GUIDELINE BOOKLETS covering the roundel (2
different), station works, publicity (2 different) &
stationery plus a large set of loose pages,
excluding binder, comprising the design manual
for the London Underground Sign System
covering the roundel, other signage, colours,
fonts, sizes etc. Undated but c1990s. All in very
good to excellent condition. [quantity]

Selection of London Transport (Country Buses &
Coaches) ALLOCATIONS OF SCHEDULED BUSES
AND COACHES comprising No 40 (Oct 1957), No 1
(Dec 1958), No 2 (Oct 1959), No 3 (May 1960), No
4 (Nov 1960), No 5 (June 1961), No 6 (Oct 1961),
No 7 (Jun 1962), No 9 (May 1963) and No 10 (Oct
1963). Plus a small quantity of amendment
sheets. Mostly in good to very good, ex-use
condition. [10 + amendments]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot
294

Lot
296

Run of consecutive issues of London Transport
(Country Buses & Coaches) ALLOCATIONS OF
SCHEDULED BUSES AND COACHES from No 11,
29 July 1964 to No 21, 4 October 1969. Plus a
small quantity of amendment sheets. Mostly in
good to very good, ex-use condition. [11 +
amendments]

London
Underground
enamel
STATION
INDICATOR PLATE 'Acton Town'. This is the type
once common on the system where an arrow
would illuminate next to the plate to indicate the
next train. This example is believed to have been
made in connection with the refurbishment of
the heritage-protected boards at Earl's Court
station. Measures 29" x 7" (74cm x 17cm) and in
excellent condition, minor blemishes only. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
292

London Underground Metropolitan Line A-Stock
DESTINATION BOX. A complete, free-standing
unit with fully-working winding mechanism and
including fitted BLIND with all Metropolitan and
East London Line destinations. The unit was
renovated by REW (Acton) Ltd in 1997 and would
appear to be ex-stores and unused since
renovation. Some storage marks and stains. [1 +
blind]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £120 to £150
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
297

Lot
299

Lot
301

London Transport bus stop timetable panel
enamel HEADER PLATE "LONDON TRANSPORT",
the type introduced around 1934/5 following the
dropping of the 'General' fleetname. This is the
rather scarce green version for the Country Area.
These plates were superceded by an all-purpose
version later in the 1930s. In good, ex-use
condition with some damage to the enamel at
the corners. [1]

1933 first-year edition of the Beck card
DIAGRAMMATIC UNDERGROUND MAP, this
being a special version of the issue with printcode 33-3636 carrying additional wording on the
cover for Black & White and Red & White
Coaches and with their booking offices and
departure points shown on the map. A most
unusual version. A short parting at the foot of one
fold, otherwise in excellent condition, crisp and
firm. [1]

Pair of Glasgow Corporation TRAM DESTINATION
BLINDS, the first the wider type used on the
older, standard cars, undated, possibly from
Coatbridge depôt and the second the narrower
variant used on later cars, eg Coronation class,
also undated and probably from Dalmarnock
depôt. Both are complete and in ex-use conditon,
the first is heavily used, the second less so. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £120

Estimate: £60 to £70
Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot
298

1950s/60s London Transport enamel BUS &
COACH STOP FLAG, the 'bus compulsory, coach
request' version. A 'boat'-style flag, measuring
18" x 16" (46cm x 41cm). A superb example in
excellent, lightly-used condition with barely a
blemish. [1]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
300

London Transport Routemaster bus DESTINATION
BLIND from Battersea (B) garage dated 26.6.85.
An ultimate blind manufactured at Aldenham
works, coded 'NN', complete, with both white
hems present and in very good, ex-use condition.
Contains some classic London landmark
destinations. [1]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
302

Pair of Glasgow Corporation TRAM DESTINATION
BLINDS from Newlands depôt, one for the upper
box and the other for the lower. These are the
narrower blinds used on the more modern cars,
eg Coronation class. Both are complete and in
very good, ex-use condition. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot
303

Selection of bus & trolleybus DESTINATION
BLINDS comprising a pair (top & lower) of Dundee
Corporation bus blinds, c1950s, well-used but
complete and a Huddersfield Corporation
trolleybus blind, complete, c1960s, in very good,
lightly-used condition apart from a clean vertical
split in the bottom few panels, easily repaired. [3]

Estimate: £70 to £90
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
304

Lot
307

Lot
310

London
Transport
RML
Routemaster
DESTINATION BLIND from Windsor (WR) garage
dated 7.6.66 and updated 24.1.72. A 'KK'
intermediate blind, complete with both white
hems, and in good, ex-use condition. Plus a
GARAGE ALLOCATION STENCIL PLATE for WR
Windsor garage & a pair of RUNNING NUMBER
STENCIL PLATES '210', one marked 'ST' ex Staines
garage, all in good ex-use condition. [4 items]

London Transport Routemaster bus DESTINATION
BLIND. An ultimate blind, size NN, undated but
mid-1980s, garage not marked but possibly
Shepherds Bush (S). A very long Tyvek blind with
a number of landmark destinations. In very good,
lightly-used condition. [1]

Selection of c1970s Scottish bus/coach
DESTINATION BLINDS comprising 3 different
Highland
Omnibuses
blinds
from
Dingwall/Dornoch/Tain, Fort William & Portree
(Skye) depôts and a coach destination blind from
an unknown operator. All are complete and in
good/very good, ex-use condition. [4]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £80 to £90

Lot
308

Lot
311

Lot
305

Pair of London Transport RT bus DESTINATION
BLINDS, the first a rear ultimate (V) blind from
Southall (HW) garage dated 16.5.77 and the
second a rear number (WW) blind from St Albans
(SA) garage dated 2.12.68. Both are complete
blinds, with all hems, in good, ex-use condition.
[2]
Estimate: £70 to £90

Selection of London Transport DESTINATION
BLINDS for DMS vehicles comprising an LTmanufactured 'NN' blind for Metrobus of
Orpington dated 9.7.86, an 'NN' for Croydon (TC)
garage Flat Fare routes dated 30.1.80 and a 'YY'
(side ultimate) from Ponders End (E) garage
dated 19.11.80. All are complete blinds in
good/very good, ex-use condition. [3]
Estimate: £70 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £90

Lot
309

Lot
306

London Transport RT bus DESTINATION BLIND, a
rear ultimate (V) blind from Thornton Heath (TH)
garage dated 25.11.71. A complete blind with
both white hems and in good, ex-use condition.
[1]

Selection of bus/tram DESTINATION BLINDS
comprising a c1950s/60s Isle of Man Road
Services blind, a c1950s Dundee Corporation
blind, possibly ex-tram (both in good, ex-use
condition), and 2 x Edinburgh Corporation blinds,
c1970s, one a destination (heavily used towards
the top end) and the other a number blind in
good, used condition. [4].

Selection of London Transport DESTINATION
BLINDS for M or L vehicles from Croydon (TC)
garage comprising NN, CC & KM variants in
white/black and NN & KM variants in
black/yellow. 1980s/90s. All are complete blinds
and in good/very good ex-use condition. [5]
Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot
312

DESTINATION BLIND believed to be from a British
Railways Diesel Multiple Unit (DMU). Destinations
include London Midland and Western Region
stations. Made of a plastic/Tyvek-type material
which probably dates it to the 1970s/80s. In
good, ex-use condition, some small burn marks in
the first two destinations, probably from the bulb
in the box. The top white hem is missing. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £40 to £50
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
313

Lot
316

Lot
319

East Kent Road Car Company DESTINATION
BLIND from Folkestone depôt, c1960s and likely
to have been used in a Guy Arab. A long blind
which is complete and in good, ex-use condition.
[1]

London Transport RT bus DESTINATION BLIND, a
rear ultimate (V) blind from Willesden (AC)
garage dated 31.7.69. A complete blind with both
white hems and in good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £70 to £90

Selection of bus DESTINATION BLINDS comprising
a c1960s Northern General blind from Sunderland
Depôt, a 1958 Huddersfield Corporation
trolleybus blind, a 1975 Greater Manchester
Transport blind from Queens Road depôt and a
c1990s blind from a Manchester Iveco Citybus. All
are complete blinds in good to very good, ex-use
condition. [4]

Lot
314

Lot
317

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
320

Selection of London Transport bus DESTINATION
BLINDS comprising an NN/CC ultimate blind for a
Leyland Titan (also fits RT/RM) from North Street
(NS) garage dated 8.6.84 (top hem missing), a PP
canopy blind for a Routemaster (also fits RT) from
Walthamstow (WW) garage dated 27.10.66 and
an MM number blind for a DMS (also fits RT/RM)
from Stockwell (SW) garage dated 24.4.87, the
latter are both complete with hems. All in good,
ex-use condition. [3]

London Transport TROLLEYBUS DESTINATION
BLIND from Edmonton (EM) depôt, dated 3.1.58
and for the side box. This is a complete blind,
Aldenham-manufactured, with both white hems
present and in very good, ex-use condition. [1]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
318

Estimate: £60 to £70

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
321

Lot
315

Selection of 1950s Liverpool Corporation
Transport bus & tram DESTINATION BLINDS
comprising 3 different ultimates, one includes the
famous Penny Lane, and a tram number blind. All
are complete and in good, ex-use condition. [4]
London Transport RT bus DESTINATION BLIND, a
rear ultimate (V) blind from Streatham (AK)
garage dated 23.6.70. A complete blind with both
white hems and in good, ex-use condition. [1]

London Transport SMS bus DESTINATION BLIND
(also fits RF) for the front box from Edgware (EW)
garage dated 31.3.80. A complete blind, with
both original metal runners still present, and in
good, ex-use condition. [1]

1936 London Underground diagrammatic, card
POCKET MAP, designed by H C Beck. This is
edition No 1, 1936 and is an excellent example,
clean, crisp and firm. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £80 to £90

Estimate: £70 to £90
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
322

Lot
325

Lot
328

A City of London STREET SIGN from Mitre Street,
EC3, a short thoroughfare off Aldgate in London's
financial district and the scene in 1888 of one of
'Jack the Ripper's' murders. An opal glass sign in
its original aluminium frame, measuring 27" x 12"
(69cm x 31cm), we estimate it to date from the
1950s or perhaps a little earlier. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Croydon Corporation Tramways MAP & GUIDE
TO CAR SERVICES dated February 1924. Printed
on pink paper with a cover picture of Croydon
Town Hall and an open-top Corporation tramcar.
A superb example in excellent all-round condition
with barely a blemish. The best we have come
across. [1]

A London Underground BULLSEYE SIGN 'ACTON
WORKS' with double-flighted arrow. Made of
perspex and designed to be back-lit. c1950s and
may perhaps have been sited at Acton Town
station. Measures 41" x 30.5" (104cm x 77cm)
and, apart from a few small scratches, in
excellent, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot
326

Lot
329

Large quantity of London Underground
'Continuing Your Journey' LEAFLETS from the
years 2002, 2007, 2008, 2009 (appear to be full
sets) and from 2012-14. All in excellent condition.
[very approx 700]

1913 London Underground MAP 'What to See
and How to See it'. Dated 23/12/13, believed to
be the first to feature, on the cover, the 'bar &
circle' or 'bullseye'. Shows the projected Central
London, Bakerloo and Hampstead Line
extensions. Opens out to 14" x 11" (35cm x
28cm). Some age-wear and stains, small partings
at the fold-corners but generally very reasonable.
[1]

Estimate: £300 to £350

Lot
323

Scratch-built, tin-plate MODEL of a London Tram
on route 33 with destination 'Kingsway'. A welldetailed model with adverts & notices, built as a
twin-bogie car. Measures 10" (26cm) long, so
approx 1/30th-1/35th-scale. Lightly worn but
generally in very good condition. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
324

c1930s Southern Railway PLATFORM ENTRY
GANTRY SIGN from platform 14 at Waterloo
Station. Measures 69" x 17" (175cm x 43cm), a
metal unit with translucent perspex number
insert which is probably a BR (S) replacement for
the original number. In very good, ex-use
condition (no insert on the reverse side and no
electrical fittings), has been repainted. Vendor
worked for the dismantling contractor in c1977.
[1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
327

West Bridgford UDC GIBSON TICKET MACHINE
no. 13. One of a small batch purchased new by
this operator in the 1950s, one of very few
outside London to use Gibsons. Machine works
but mechanism is very stiff and could do with an
overhaul and re-inking. [1]
Estimate: £600 to £800

Estimate: £300 to £400
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Estimate: £130 to £150

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
330

Lot
333

Lot
335

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE
'Oxford 70' for the City of Oxford Motor Services
route from Oxford to Victoria. With limited
stopping places in the LT area, few of these plates
were needed. They were only located in a few
places such as Victoria, Uxbridge and High
Wycombe. An unusual example of an e-plate with
a red background. In very good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Full set of 1906 OFFICIAL POSTCARDS issued by
the Great Northern, Piccadilly & Brompton
Railway (today's Piccadilly Line) to mark the
opening of the line in December that year. The
complete set of 6 cards comprises Motor Car, Car
Interior, Car Shed Interior, Chelsea Power House,
Piccadilly Circus Station and Tunnelling Shield.
Postally unused and in very good condition. [6]

Officially bound volume of the 1918 London
General Omnibus Company LEAFLETS 'LONDON
TRAFFIC NOTES & NEWS, LISTS OF MOTOR BUS
ROUTES', the approx weekly series during and
immediately after WW1. This is the complete
volume of issues 1-48 (Jan-Dec) 1918 and is in
very good condition, light wear to the cover.
[Volume of 48 issues]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
331

Lot
334

Western National enamel BUS STOP FLAG. A
1950s/60s double-sided sign in cream and green
enamel. Measures 12.5" x 10.5" (32cm x 27cm)
and is in excellent, ex-use condition, a little street
grime at the edges. [1]

Officially bound volume of the 1917 London
General Omnibus Company LEAFLETS 'LONDON
TRAFFIC NOTES & NEWS, LISTS OF MOTOR BUS
ROUTES', the approx weekly series during and
immediately after WW1. This is the complete
volume of issues 1-41 (Jan-Dec) 1917 and is in
very good condition, light wear to the cover.
[Volume of 41 issues]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Estimate: £80 to £90

Lot
332

Lot
336

London Transport enamel BUS RADIATOR BADGE
PLATES comprising the AEC RT-type & the
Leyland RTL type, both genuine ex-vehicle
versions in very good, ex-use condition plus a
selection of AEC WHEEL-HUB PLATES, 2 enamel, 2
plastic, one alloy, all in very good ex-use
condition, plus a TAX-DISC HOLDER, origin
unknown. [8]
Estimate: £110 to £130

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot
337

Set of London Underground 1973 Tube Stock
enamel STOCK-NUMBER PLATES from a 3-car unit
comprising driving motor car 106, uncoupling
non-driving motor car 306 and trailer 506. These
plates were located inside the cars above the
inter-communicating doors. In very good, ex-use
condition. [3]

c1924 Metropolitan Railway small POCKET CARD
MAP "How to get to and from the British Empire
Exhibition". Illustration of a new electric
locomotive on the cover. Opens out to three
panels. This is the orange cover version. In very
good condition, still crisp and firm. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £140 to £160
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
338

Lot
341

Lot
344

1910 Brighton Corporation Tramways LEAFLET for
Tourist Cars with a cover illustration in colour of
4-wheeler car no 50, a map of the tramways
system highlighting the route of the tourist cars
and a description of the journey with panorama
pictures on the reverse. In very good condition.
[1]

London Underground enamel STATION ROUNDEL
SIGN
from Waterloo station. A modern
"silhouette" roundel in an integral alloy frame
and made for the Jubilee Line platforms.
Measures 48" x 39" (122cm x 99cm), a heavy sign
in superb condition with nothing more than very
minor blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Estimate: £500 to £600

1905 London County Council, River Steamboat
Service MAP OF THE RIVER THAMES 'shewing the
Steamboat Piers...'. Also shows Railways,
Tramways, Tramways Authorised, Underground
Railways and Railways Authorised. Inside soft
covers, map folds out to 24" x 15" (61cm x 38cm).
Map is generally in very good condition, the
covers have some wear and a repair to the spine.
[1]

Lot
339

Lot
342

1915 Brighton Corporation Tramways fold-out
MAP 'showing the Routes, together with all the
Places of Interest reached from each, and a Key
Plan of the Brighton District'. Not officially dated
but has been marked in pencil 'July, 1915' which
we have no reason to doubt. Fragile covers with
small losses and a repair to the spine, the map is
in good condition apart from a small loss in the
area of text at the side. A most unusual item. [1]

1929 National Omnibus & Transport Co Ltd
TIMETABLE BOOKLET for Chelmsford, Colchester
& Grays Districts, the January issue. 80pp booklet
with a route map in the centre-fold. Apart from
corroded staples, in very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot
345

London
Underground
38-Stock
enamel
DESTINATION
PLATE
for
Golders
Green/Hampstead on the Northern Line. Doublesided, reversable, with brass ends. In very good,
ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
343

Lot
340

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 723 destinated Grays, Chadwell
St Mary, Tilbury. Likely to have been situated in
Dagenham or Rainham, or perhaps Purfleet. A
most unsual plate. In very good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

London General Omnibus Company ALLOCATION
OF SCHEDULED OMNIBUSES No 24, 28 May 1930
plus similar issues for London Transport (Central
Buses) No 62, 26 October 1949 and No 63, 5 April
1950. The LGOC issue comes with an original
LGOC purpose-made loose binder and is in good
condition. The LT issues are well used with loose
covers. [3]
Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot
346

1950s/60s London Transport GIBSON TICKET
MACHINE BRACKET for a GS Guy Special bus that
enabled a Gibson machine to be used on oneman services. Attached label shows its return
from Staines garage as surplus in 1961. Plus a
late-1960s London Transport CHANGE-GIVING
MACHINE (takes 3d and 6d pieces) for use on
one-man operated buses. Both items in ex-use
condition. [2]

Estimate: £550 to £600
Estimate: £80 to £120
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
347

Lot
350

Lot
352

London Transport RT bus BONNET FLEETNUMBER
PLATE from RT 2413. The original RT 2413
entered service at Willesden garage in 1949 and
the last bus to carry this number was withdrawn
at Plumstead garage in 1977 and scrapped
immediately. In excellent, ex-vehicle condition.
[1]

Pair of c1920s Metropolitan Railway CARRIAGE
PRINTS 'Metro-Land', featuring pictures, framed
in gold-leaf, the first of Ruislip Wood and Great
Missenden, the second of Sandy Lodge Golf Links
and a different picture of Great Missenden. These
would have been located in the compartments of
steam-hauled carriages. Most unusual items. In
very good, ex-use condition. [2]

Metropolitan Railway LOCOMOTIVE NAMEPLATE
'Sir Ralph Verney' ex Metropolitan-Vickers Bo-Bo
electric locomotive no 3 of 1922. The original
plates of the 20 locos were melted down for the
WW2 war-effort and this heavy alloy replacement
was fitted by London Transport c1953. The loco
was withdrawn from passenger service in 1962,
put into brief departmental use and then
scrapped. Measures 45.5" x 6" (115cm x 15cm),
original wooden mounts still fitted. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
348

1930s VEROMETER TICKET MACHINE, believed to
be ex-Midland Red. Manufactured by Clayton
Dewandre of Lincoln, the manufacturer's plate
states 'Type BX, Series 76, Machine no 5'. Comes
with original backing-plate. Appears to be
working but not thoroughly tested. A very scarce
machine. [1]

Estimate: £170 to £200
Estimate: £5000 to £7000

Lot
351

London Transport Metropolitan Line CARRIAGE
MAPS dated 1936 (thick card, some damp stains
at bottom edge) and 1948 (thin card, good ex-use
condition). These were located in the
compartments of T-stock and steam-hauled
carriages. [2]

Estimate: £300 to £400
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
349

Lot
353

1907 London Underground Electric Railways
advertising CARD with MAP, one of a series
featuring different stations, in this case Camden
Town with an illustration of a Charing Cross,
Euston & Hampstead Rly train. Opens into 3 parts
by lifting the train to reveal more of the station,
including posters, and fares, journey times,
season-ticket rates & a small map of the
Underground. Lightly used with a little wear at
one fold but generally very good. [1]
Estimate: £230 to £250

1926 London Underground linen-card POCKET
MAP from the Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is the second edition, dated January
1926, and is in the smaller size of the first 5
editions. Crisp, firm and unmarked, this example
is in superb condition, close to mint. [1]
Estimate: £160 to £200
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
354

Lot
357

Lot
359

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 718 destinated Tottenham,
Victoria, Windsor. It is lkely that this plate would
have been situated in Walthamstow. Destinated
plates for route 718 are not common. In very
good, ex-stop condition. [1]

London General Omnibus Company 1913
BEDFORD MOTOR-BUS TIME TABLE of in-Town
and out-Town Services. A fold-out leaflet with a
map of the two networks on either side. Printcoded September 1913, from the period when
the LGOC operated services in its own name in
Bedford. A scarce survivor, light wear and a
couple of small stains but generally in very good
condition. [1]

1937 officially-produced MAPS of London
Transport Country Bus & Green Line routes,
hand-coloured on Ordnance Survey 1933 1"
issues. Show LPT, Metropolitan Police District,
London Traffic & Metropolitan Traffic Areas plus
LT's
Unrestricted
&
Restricted
Areas.
Numbered/lettered Bus & Green Line routes
shown in red/green. c30" x 20" (76cm x 50cm),
linen-backed, leathercloth covers. This set SE
London & Sevenoaks, Tunbridge Wells, Watford,
Windsor. VGC. [4]

Estimate: £350 to £450

Lot
355

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
358

A London Underground STATION ROUNDEL SIGN
'UNDERGROUND'. Made of perspex and designed
to be back-lit. c1970s/80s. Measures 36" x 29"
(91cm x 73cm) and, apart from a couple of small
scratches, in excellent, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot
356

1937 officially-produced MAPS of London
Transport Country Bus & Green Line routes,
hand-coloured on Ordnance Survey 1933 1"
issues. Show LPT, Metropolitan Police District,
London Traffic & Metropolitan Traffic Areas plus
LT's
Unrestricted
&
Restricted
Areas.
Numbered/lettered Bus & Green Line routes
shown in red/green. c30" x 20" (76cm x 50cm),
linen-backed, leathercloth covers. This set
Bedford, Cambridge, Guildford & Horsham, NE
London & Epping Forest. VGC. [4]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
360

The London Passenger Transport MAP, 1933'.
Officially hand-coloured onto 1" Ordnance Survey
maps, linen-backed inside stiff leathercloth
covers. Shows the London Transport 'Special
Area' following the 1933 Act as well as County
boundaries, the Metropolitan Police District,
London & Metropolitan Traffic Areas, LT's
Unrestricted & Restricted Operating Areas and
main-line & LPTB railways. Opens out to 87" x 68"
(221cm x173cm). VGC. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £70 to £90

Railway Clearing House OFFICIAL RAILWAY MAP
of London & Suburbs dated 1898. Linen-backed,
inside hard covers with gilt lettering, opens out to
29.5" x 22" (75cm x 56cm). The RCH produced
the most definitive UK railway maps from 1871
onwards and this London issue shows the mainline and Underground railways. Stamped on
reverse 'GWR General Manager's Office. 7 Mar
99'. In well-used but very reasonable condition,
the cover is very worn and the front is detached.
[1]
Estimate: £90 to £120
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
361

Lot
364

Lot
367

Quantity of UK railway NETWORK MAPS, the
earliest a 1923 LMS, a couple of others are 1930s,
the rest are BR dated from 1965 to 2002/3.
Mostly in lightly-used condition. [36]

Metropolitan Electric Tramways ENAMEL SYSTEM
MAP. Dating from the 1920s and measuring 29"
(73cm) square, the map shows this Underground
Group company's network in NW London
together with Underground railways, connections
to the associate London United Tramways'
services and through running over LCC tracks into
central London. The sign has faded from
weathering in places and has a few chips. [1]

Early London Underground ENAMEL SIGN
'Emergency Stairs' with the classic pointing hand
design. Manufactured by the Patent Enamel Co of
Birmingham & London and complete with original
(probably) wooden frame. Thought to date from
the 1900-1910 period and to have originated on
one of the first tube lines. Sign is in very good
condition, some wear to the frame. Measures 48"
x 15" (122cm x 39cm) overall. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £90

Lot
362

Estimate: £150 to £200
Estimate: £270 to £320

Lot
365

c1911 London Underground Railways CARD
POCKET MAP, considered by many to be the true
ancestor of today's Tube map and the first to be
printed on linen-card in a handy size. Featuring
the vertical UndergrounD logo on the cover, this
is an unusual version issued by the Central
London Railway. In very good, lightly used
condition with a little wear at the folds and a few
very small foxing marks. [1]
Estimate: £170 to £200

Lot
363

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 187A Mon-Fri Rush Hours. Route 187A ran
from 1965-1970 between Hampstead Heath and
Park Royal/North Action with peak-hour
extensions to Brent Station, on which latter
section this plate would have been located. A
scarce e-plate in very good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Lot
368

Pair of London Transport bus stop enamel GPLATES 'Monday - Saturday'. In very good, exstop condition. [2]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot
369

Estimate: £75 to £100

Lot
366

WW2 London Transport Officials' TIMETABLE
BOOKLET ('Inspector's Red Book') of Central Area
Buses on and from Wednesday, May 15th, 1940.
A fine example in very good, unmarked condition
other than the official's name on the cover. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

A City of Westminster enamel STREET SIGN from
Horseferry Road, SW1 which leads off Millbank
and is well known for its magistrates court. The
'Gothic' script of the heading suggests a vintage
of c1950s. Measures 36" x 15" (92cm x 38cm),
and is in very good, ex-use condition. [1]
Estimate: £250 to £300
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1933 1st edition of the Beck London Underground
diagrammatic CARD POCKET MAP tipped into
Muirhead's hardback GUIDEBOOK 'Short Guide to
London'. The map bears the now famous remark
on the cover 'A new design for an old map...'. The
map is in excellent condition and the guidebook
itself is very good. [1]
Estimate: £600 to £800

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
370

Lot
373

Lot
376

Complete run of LCC Tramways POCKET MAPS
from the May 1928 issue to the last issue,
November 1933, which was actually issued by the
LPTB. All in good to very good condition. [15]

1935 DIAGRAMMATIC MAP by H C Beck of 'The
Routes of Imperial Airways'. Drawn by Harry
Beck, it shows the global network with distances
from London and a key to service frequency.
Measuring 16.5" x 10.5" (42cm x 26cm) and
linen-backed, it is not known whether this was a
personal initiative, seeking a commission, or an
official publication. The airline published a poster
in 1936 which incorporated some of this work.
Vertical crease, some age-darkening, small scuffs
& creases. [1]

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 708 destinated Victoria,
Croydon, East Grinstead. May well have been
located at Marble Arch or a little further north. In
very good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot
371

Estimate: £140 to £180

Lot
377

Estimate: £500 to £600

Lot
374

1948 London Transport Police WARRANT CARD in
a leathercloth cover with the 'London Passenger
Transport Board' griffin motif in gold-leaf on the
front. Issued to F J Bartholomew on 27 July 1948,
just after the formation of the London Transport
Executive, the name that appears inside. In very
good condition. A most unusual item, the only
other we have seen is in the LT Museum
collection. [1]
Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot
372

London Underground enamel PLATFORM SIGN
from Hampstead station on the Northern Line.
This is a tunnel-side sign measuring 24" (61cm)
square with its accompanying, original alloy
frame and is slightly curved to fit against the
tunnel wall. In excellent condition, barely a mark.
[1 + frame]
Estimate: £170 to £220

Very large quantity of London Transport bus
PANEL TIMETABLES from the 1970s/80s/90s.
Completely unsorted, a huge variety of routes,
some duplication noted. All unused. [1,000+]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
375

1919 London Underground MAP OF THE
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF LONDON 'What to See &
How
to
See
it'
with
print-code
395-500M-2-10-19. Has the red, open, bullseye
circle on the cover and opens out in 8 panels to
13.7" x 10.9" (34 x 28cm). An excellent copy, one
short fold-parting, a slight trace of adhesive on
the spine and the usual age-darkening but still
crisp and firm. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100
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Ex-London Transport GIBSON TICKET MACHINE
believed to have subsequently been used by
Borehamwood Travel Services (BTS) on route 292
in 1988 (carries a sticker to that effect) for which
purpose, presumably, the word 'London' was
deleted from the operator name and the serial no
removed from the casing. An alpha-code machine
in good working order. [1]
Estimate: £350 to £400

Lot
378

Gibson Ticket Machine WEBBING HARNESS. In
very good, ex-use condition with all buckles, clips
and backing pad present. [1]
Estimate: £70 to £90

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
379

Lot
382

Lot
385

National Omnibus TIMETABLE for Watford &
North London District dated September 1931.
These services were operated on behalf of the
'General' and were absorbed into London
Transport's northern Country Area in 1933. In
superb condition, almost mint but for a corroded
staple. [1]

London Transport 1930s 'Chiswick Works'
BODYBUILDER'S PLATE that would have been
fitted to an STL-class AEC Regent c1936. The main
patent number relates to the LT tubular seatframes and the design nos are for the
interior/exterior body style introduced with the
1932 'Bluebird' STs. In good, ex-vehicle condition,
slight traces of STL interior green paint. [1]

c1950s alloy SIGN for Black & White Motorways
Ltd in the form of the company's well-known
winged motif. Believed to have been on the front
or side of a coach. Measures 19.5" x 14" (49cm x
36cm) and is in very good, ex-use condition. Most
of the original small fixing holes have been filled
in. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £80

Lot
380

London Transport Routemaster RADIATOR
BADGE, the plastic triangle version introduced in
1965. In very good, ex-use condition, just a
couple of very small blemishes. [1]
Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot
381

Estimate: £150 to £200
Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot
383

c1889 District Railway MAP of London, 5th
edition. Card covers, the paper map opens out to
42" x 26.5 " (107cm x 67cm). Undated but states
"New line to Wimbledon now open'. Neat repairs
to some folds but a very good example overall
with unusually good covers for this series. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £150

Lot
386

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 714 destinated Leatherhead,
Box Hill, Dorking. Likely to have been situated in
Kingston. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £400 to £450

Lot
387

Lot
384

London Transport Routemaster bus BONNET
FLEETNUMBER PLATE from RM 841. The original
RM 841 entered service at Edmonton garage in
1961, replacing trolleybuses, and the last bus to
carry this number was withdrawn at Stamford Hill
garage in 1986 and scrapped the following year.
In very good, ex-vehicle condition. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

1950 London Transport TRAM DESTINATION
BLIND marked 'June 8 1950, New Cross Standard
with Addition'. A complete blind with both white
hems, heavily-used in places but still very
reasonable. [1]

c1940s London Transport tram stop TIMETABLE
PANEL, a glazed wooden frame of the traditional
type utilised for several decades. This is the
smaller version that takes two A4-sized
timetables or a single, deeper one. Contains a
1949 panel poster 'Last Trams from Here (via
Westminster Bridge)'. In good, ex-use condition.
[1]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
388

Lot
391

Lot
394

London Underground enamel 'bullseye' STOCKNUMBER PLATE from 1938 tube stock driving
motor car 11088. These plates were fitting inside
the cars above the inter-connecting doors. Plus a
copy of the 1972 REPORT into the accident on the
Bakerloo Line at Edgware Road station, in which
this car was involved. Items in very good
condition. [2]

London Underground Q/CO/CP Stock enamel
DESTINATION PLATE for Addison Rd/Neasden on
the then Metropolitan & District Lines. Addison
Road was closed during WW2 and re-named
Kensington (Olympia) in 1946. Double-sided,
reversable, with brass ends. In good, ex-use
condition, somewhat weathered with small
enamel losses. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £100

Estimate: £160 to £200

1950s/60s London Transport enamel BUS STAND
SIGN from Dorking Bus Station with destinations
for routes 429 & 439. A double-sided, hollow
sign, somewhat similar to 'boat'-style bus stops
but with both vertical edges tapered. It is
believed that there were 2 of these type pf sign at
Dorking and that they were unique to that
location. The 2nd picture shows the other one in
situ. Measures 18" x 31" (46cm x 79cm). In good,
ex-use condition, a few small chips. [1]

Lot
389

Lot
392

1960 (January) London Underground quad-royal
POSTER MAP designed by Harold Hutchison.
Shows the 'settled' network of the 1950s before
the Victoria Line construction. In very good
condition, no folds, minor edge nicks & scuffs,
some light creases. [1]

London Transport bus stop enamel G-PLATE 'Also
Alighting Point for Buses terminating at Stamford
Hill'. A G6-size plate, equivalent to the space of 6
E-plates. In very good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £180
Estimate: £400 to £500

Lot
390

Lot
393

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot
395

1950s Associated Motorways enamel BOOKING
OFFICE SIGN 'Day & Night Express Coach Services,
Book Here'. Features 2 illustrations of a coach,
the larger behind a map of England & Wales
showing the association's network. Comes with
its original wooden frame. Coach registration no.
suggests date of 1958. A superb sign in just about
mint condition, minor wear to the frame.
Measures 21.5" x 31.5" (55cm x 80cm). [1]

Estimate: £150 to £250

LCC Tramways ENAMEL STOP FLAG 'Fare Stage All Cars Stop Here'. Made by Franco Signs,
London W1 and thought to date from
c1910-1930. A single-sided sign measuring 26" x
16" (66cm x 40cm) and in remarkably good
condition, just a little corrosion at the edges and
on the reverse. [1]
Estimate: £600 to £700

1912 Central London Railway POCKET MAP titled
'Central London (Tube) Railway' with a brown
border and in a very similar style to maps
produced by the Underground Group (who took
over the CLR the following year) but with
considerable prominence given to its own line.
The Ealing Broadway extension, not yet open, is
shown in hatched form and that to Liverpool
Street shown as operational. In lightly-used
condition with some wear to the cover but very
presentable. [1]
Estimate: £180 to £220
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
15% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.
Lot
396

Lot
399

Special edition of 1933 Beck DIAGRAMMATIC
CARD MAP with cover wording 'To the Swedish
Visitors to the British Industries Fair....' and added
printing on the map at the stations for the Fair.
This is the edition with print-code 33-2791, issued
in cSeptember 1933. Light creasing at one corner
and light storage marks on the rear cover,
otherwise crisp and firm. [1]

London Transport trolleybus stop enamel EPLATE for trolleybus route 657 FARE STAGE. The
657 ran between Hounslow & Shepherds Bush
and was replaced by Routemaster-operated bus
services in May 1962. An amazing survivor and
particularly unusual with the 'fare stage' wording.
In excellent, ex-use condition. [1]
Estimate: £600 to £700

Estimate: £350 to £450

Lot
397

London Underground 1950s/60s enamel STATION
FRIEZE PLATE for the Piccadilly Line with the line
name on the bar of a traditional London
Transport bullseye. Measures 29.5" x 9.5" (75cm
x 24cm) and is the slightly deeper type used at
Green Park station. A few small chips but
generally a very good example. [1]

Lot
400

1930/40s London Transport chrome-plated
POCKET WATCH engraved 'LPTB 548' as issued to
Underground station foremen etc. Made by
Record of Switzerland. Very good appearance and
works fine when wound although not tested at
length. A most unusual item, unlike main-line
examples, LT versions are hardly ever seen. [1]
Estimate: £200 to £250

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
398

1960s/70s City of Westminster enamel STREET
SIGN from Oxford Street, W1, London's famous
shopping street. A fully-flanged sign measuring
35" x 18" (89cm x 46cm) and in generally good,
ex-use condition with a little weathering. [1]
Estimate: £350 to £400
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